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Foreword

Foreword

The CEIRS Influenza Response Plan is intended to facilitate a rapid and coordinated scientific research 
response by the Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance (CEIRS) network for 
critical prepandemic and pandemic situations. Funding for development of this plan was provided by 
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The plan was developed by the Center for Infectious 
Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP) at the University of Minnesota, with critical input, review, and 
support from NIAID personnel and researchers involved in the CEIRS network. Date of most recent 
update is March 2020.

NIAID personnel involved in plan development were: Marciela DeGrace, PhD, Diane Post, PhD, and 
Erik Stemmy, PhD. Members of the Pandemic Planning Advisory Committee (PPAC) and CEIRS center 
directors involved in this process were: Emory-UGA CEIRS: Richard Compans, PhD, Walter Orenstein, 
MD, and John Steel, PhD; Johns Hopkins CEIRS: Andrew Pekosz, PhD, and Richard Rothman, MD, PhD; 
Mount Sinai CRIP: Adolfo García-Sastre, PhD, Daniel Perez, PhD, and Melissa Uccellini PhD; NYICE: 
David Topham, PhD, and John Treanor, MD; and St. Jude CEIRS: Benjamin Cowling, PhD, Stacey Schultz-
Cherry, PhD, and Richard Webby, PhD.  
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Chapter 1: Pandemic Influenza Background
Overview of Influenza Pandemics Since 1900 
Four influenza pandemics have occurred since 1900. The most severe was the 1918-19 pandemic, with an 
estimated 50 million to 100 million deaths worldwide; the remaining three pandemics were less severe but still 
resulted in significant global mortality (Table 1). 

Table 1. Influenza Pandemics Since 1900
Date Strain Estimated Number of Deaths*

United States Worldwide
1918-19 H1N1 500,000 to 650,000 50 million to 100 million** 
1957-58 H2N2 60,000 1.1 million
1968-69 H3N2 40,000 1 million
2009-10 H1N1pdm09 12,469 151,700 to 575,400 during the first year the virus was 

circulating 
*CDC 2016: Past Pandemics.
**Taubenberger 2006.

Key points about each of these four pandemics are as follows (CDC 2016: Past Pandemics):
• The 1918-19 influenza pandemic (the “Spanish Flu”) was caused by a novel H1N1 strain that resulted 

in near simultaneous initial waves of illness in Europe, Asia, and North America. The virus continued to 
spread around the globe in three successive waves over the course of approximately 18 months. The origin 
of the virus remains unknown, although it appears to have been an avian-like virus to which humans and 
swine had limited immunity (Taubenberger 2006). Following the pandemic, H1N1 continued to circulate 
seasonally in the human population until it was supplanted by H2N2 during the next pandemic in 1957-58. 

• The 1957-58 influenza pandemic (the “Asian Flu”) involved a reassortant H2N2 strain that contained three 
genes from an avian influenza H2N2 virus and five other genes from an influenza strain that was circulating 
in the human population at the time. Illness was first reported in Singapore in February 1957 and Hong 
Kong in April 1957; the pandemic reached the United States (US) during that summer. The virus continued 
to circulate in the human population until the 1968-69 pandemic, at which time it was replaced by H3N2. 

• The 1968-69 influenza pandemic (the “Hong Kong Flu”), which emerged in Asia, was caused by a 
reassortant H3N2 virus that had acquired two genes from the duck reservoir and kept six genes from the 
virus circulating at the time in humans. Influenza subtype H3N2 continues to be an important cause of 
seasonal influenza around the globe.

• The 2009-10 influenza pandemic involved a complex reassortant H1N1 virus (H1N1pdm09) containing 
genes that had previously circulated in North American and Eurasian swine herds, with individual gene 
segments that had previously originated from humans, birds, and swine. The virus was first detected in the 
US, but public health officials believe the virus initially emerged in Mexico. The strain continues to circulate 
in the human population as a seasonal influenza virus and has replaced the H1N1 virus that was circulating 
in humans before the 2009-10 pandemic.  

Emergence of Pandemic Influenza Viruses
Past and recent experience demonstrate that: (1) pandemics often emerge and expand quickly from previously 
unknown or unexpected sources; (2) it is impossible to predict where the next pandemic will originate or what 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/basics/past-pandemics.html
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/12/1/05-0979_article
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/basics/past-pandemics.html
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/12/1/05-0979_article
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subtype it will be; (3) the diversity of influenza strains circulating in human and animal reservoirs contributes 
to the continued evolution of influenza viruses by allowing for more mixing of the influenza gene pool, which 
could lead to a greater number of novel strains; (4) the potential for human exposure at the human-animal 
interface to novel influenza strains in animal reservoirs has expanded substantially during the past 50 years 
with increasing human population and the proliferation of poultry and swine production around the globe; and 
(5) the current extent of international air travel will facilitate rapid international spread of any new pandemic 
strain.

Pandemic influenza viruses may arise through: (1) genetic reassortment, whereby genes from animal and 
human influenza viruses mix to create a novel influenza subtype that is transmissible to and between humans 
and (2) genetic adaptive mutation, in which gradual change in an influenza virus of animal origin allows it to 
transmit easily between humans. Despite many uncertainties, the next pandemic influenza virus will likely 
emerge from an avian or swine reservoir, either through genetic reassortment or genetic mutation. Since the 
beginning of this century, a number of avian influenza viruses have been transmitted directly from birds to 
humans, such as H5N1, H7N9, H7N7, H5N6, H7N3, H9N2, H6N1, and H10N8. In most instances, only a few 
human cases of these novel avian subtypes have been reported, mainly involving exposure at the human-
animal interface with limited or no person-to-person transmission. Influenza viruses of swine origin also have 
been transmitted to humans in recent years. An example is H3N2v, which was first detected in the Midwestern 
US in 2011.

A number of different scenarios could lead to the next influenza pandemic, such as: (1) A swine or avian 
influenza virus that has already crossed the species barrier to humans but has not efficiently transmitted 
between humans could undergo sufficient genetic modification to allow sustained person-to-person 
transmission. (2) An influenza virus not previously recognized to have crossed the species barrier to humans 
could rapidly emerge from an animal reservoir, as was the case with the H1N1pdm09 pandemic. (3) H2N2, 
which caused the 1957-58 pandemic and to which most humans are susceptible, could re-emerge from an 
animal reservoir or could enter the human population through laboratory escape. (4) A pandemic strain could 
emerge from genetic manipulation in the laboratory. 

Tools for Risk Assessment of Influenza Viruses
The CDC Influenza Risk Assessment Tool
In 2011, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) developed the Influenza Risk Assessment 
Tool (IRAT) to assess the potential pandemic risk of novel influenza A viruses of concern (CDC: Influenza Risk 
Assessment Tool [IRAT]). The IRAT examines two scenarios: (1) emergence (ie, the ability of a novel virus to be 
easily transmitted between humans) and (2) public health impact (ie, the potential severity of disease caused 
by the subtype). The tool then applies 10 scientific criteria (Table 2) to measure the potential pandemic risk 
associated with each scenario and ranks them 1 to 10. An overall composite assessment, based on expert 
opinion, is then determined for each virus (based on a ranking of low-, moderate-, or high-risk). The CDC uses 
the IRAT to assess new and emerging viruses continually.

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/national-strategy/risk-assessment.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/national-strategy/risk-assessment.htm
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Table 2. Scientific Criteria to Assess Potential Pandemic Risk for Emergence and 
Public Health Impact of a Novel Influenza A Virus
Properties of the virus
Genomic variation Measures the extent of genetic diversity or presence of known molecular signatures important for 

human infections and disease.
Receptor binding Determines the host preference (ie, animal or human) of an influenza virus as well as the types of 

tissues and cells the virus is best suited to infecting (eg, nasal tissue and cells vs. deep lung tissue 
and cells). Some influenza viruses are better adapted to infecting humans than animals.

Transmission in laboratory 
animals 

Assesses the ability of an influenza virus to transmit efficiently in animals in laboratory studies. Some 
influenza viruses can transmit through the air via small infectious droplets expelled through coughs 
or sneezes, whereas other viruses may spread only through direct contact with an infected host.

Antiviral treatment 
susceptibility/resistance 

Measures how well an influenza virus responds to treatment with influenza antiviral drugs, such as 
oseltamivir, zanamivir, and M2 blockers. 

Attributes of the population 
Existing population 
immunity

Assesses whether the human population has any existing immune protection against the novel 
influenza virus being evaluated. Susceptibility to infection and severity of illness associated with 
specific influenza viruses may depend on age, geographic area, or genetic factors.

Disease severity and 
pathogenesis

Identifies the severity of illness caused by a particular influenza virus in people and/or animals.

Antigenic relationship to 
vaccine candidates

Measures how similar a novel influenza virus is compared with a current or previously manufactured 
influenza vaccine strain.

Ecology and epidemiology 
Global distribution in 
animals

Determines how widespread an influenza virus is in animals. 

Infection in animal species Identifies what kinds of animals are affected by the influenza virus and the likelihood of human 
contact with these animals.

Human infections Determines whether human infections with a novel influenza virus are occurring. 

Once a novel influenza A virus is identified and sustained person-to-person spread is confirmed, public health 
officials can then apply the CDC Pandemic Severity Assessment Framework (PSAF), which was developed in 
2013. This framework assesses the potential severity of an influenza pandemic and can help guide public 
health decision-making during the pandemic. The PSAF relies on two primary factors: the clinical severity 
of disease associated with infection, and transmissibility of the virus between humans. It involves an initial 
assessment early in the pandemic and a refined assessment later in the pandemic when more information 
becomes available (Reed 2013). The assessment may change as the pandemic evolves. 

The WHO Tool for Influenza Pandemic Risk Assessment 
In 2016, the World Health Organization (WHO) released the Tool for Influenza Pandemic Risk Assessment 
(TIPRA), which is somewhat similar to the CDC’s IRAT; its purpose is “to provide a standardized and transparent 
approach to support the risk assessment of influenza viruses with pandemic potential” (Tool for Influenza 
Pandemic Risk Assessment [TIPRA]). TIPRA is targeted to zoonotic viruses of pandemic potential, which 
the WHO defines as influenza viruses “that have been found to infect one or more humans and that have a 
hemaglutinin [sic] gene and potentially also other genes that are distinct from those in seasonal influenza 
viruses so as to indicate that the virus has potential to spread within human populations. This includes viruses 
isolated from animals that have caused zoonotic infections, such as avian influenza A(H5N6) virus; viruses 
isolated from humans that are determined to be genetically related to viruses found in animals, such as 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/national-strategy/severity-assessment-framework.html
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/19/1/12-0124_article
http://www.who.int/influenza/areas_of_work/human_animal_interface/tipra/en/
http://www.who.int/influenza/areas_of_work/human_animal_interface/tipra/en/
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swine-origin A(H3N2)v virus; and viruses that previously circulated in humans but no longer circulate causing 
seasonal epidemics, such as A(H2N2) virus.” The WHO intends to use TIPRA as needed, through consultation 
with international experts, to assess influenza viruses with pandemic potential.

TIPRA uses nine elements to score influenza viruses of concern:
• Properties of the virus: receptor binding properties, genomic characteristics, transmission in animal 

models, and susceptibility to antiviral treatment
• Attributes in humans: human infection, disease severity, and population immunity
• Virus ecology and epidemiology in non-human hosts: geographic distribution in animals and infections in 

animals

TIPRA and the IRAT are very similar, although TIPRA does not consider the antigenic relationship between the 
novel virus and current or previously manufactured influenza vaccine strains, whereas the IRAT does.

Frameworks for Defining Pandemic Phases or Intervals 
WHO Risk Assessment Phases
In 2013, the WHO published a revised framework for global pandemic influenza risk assessment, which 
involves four phases shown in Figure 1 below (WHO 2013: Pandemic Influenza Risk Management; WHO 
Interim Guidance). 

Figure 1. WHO Pandemic Risk Assessment Phases, 2013

The WHO pandemic risk assessment phases are defined as follows:
• Interpandemic phase: This phase represents the period between influenza pandemics.
• Alert phase: This phase indicates that influenza caused by a new subtype has been identified in humans. 

The WHO recommends increased vigilance and careful risk assessment for the new subtype at local, 
national, and global levels during an alert phase. If the risk assessments indicate the new virus is not 
developing into a pandemic strain, a de-escalation of activities toward those in the interpandemic phase 
may occur.

• Pandemic phase: This phase involves global spread of human influenza caused by an antigenically 
novel influenza virus to which humans lack immunity. According to the WHO, “Movement between the 
interpandemic, alert, and pandemic phases may occur quickly or gradually as indicated by the global risk 
assessment, principally based on virologic, epidemiologic, and clinical data.”

http://www.who.int/influenza/preparedness/pandemic/GIP_PandemicInfluenzaRiskManagementInterimGuidance_Jun2013.pdf?ua=1
http://www.who.int/influenza/preparedness/pandemic/GIP_PandemicInfluenzaRiskManagementInterimGuidance_Jun2013.pdf?ua=1
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• Transition phase: As the assessed global risk reduces, de-escalation of global actions will occur and 
reduction in response activities or movement toward recovery actions by countries may be appropriate, 
according to their own risk assessments.

The CDC Pandemic Intervals Framework
In 2014, the CDC developed the Pandemic Intervals Framework (PIF), which uses six intervals to describe the 
progression of a pandemic. These intervals, which apply once human cases of a novel influenza virus have 
occurred, involve: (1) investigation of novel influenza A infections in humans, (2) recognition of increased 
potential for ongoing human-to-human transmission of the novel virus, (3) initiation of a pandemic wave, (4) 
acceleration of the pandemic wave, (5) deceleration of the pandemic wave, and (6) preparation for future 
pandemic waves (CDC 2014). The first two intervals are considered prepandemic, and the next four pandemic 
(Figure 2). 

Figure 2. CDC Pandemic Intervals Framework, 2014

While the WHO risk assessment phases and the CDC PIF are somewhat different, the two systems can easily be 
aligned with each other (Table 3).

Table 3. Alignment between the WHO Pandemic Risk Assessment Phases and the CDC 
Pandemic Intervals Framework (PIF) 
WHO Risk Assessment Phase CDC PIF Interval
Interpandemic phase (period between pandemics) Investigation (investigation of novel influenza A infection in 

humans)
Alert phase (influenza caused by a new subtype identified in 
humans)

Recognition (recognition of increased potential for ongoing 
transmission of a novel influenza A virus)

Pandemic phase (global spread of human influenza caused by an 
antigenically novel virus to which humans lack immunity)

Initiation (initiation of a pandemic wave)
Acceleration (acceleration of a pandemic wave)
Deceleration (deceleration of a pandemic wave)

Transition phase (reduction in global risk, reduction in response 
activities, or progression toward recovery actions)

Preparation (preparation for future pandemic waves)

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr6306a1.htm
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Chapter 2: CEIRS Background
Establishment of the CEIRS Network
The CEIRS network was established in 2007 to support the research agenda of the HHS Pandemic Influenza 
Plan, which was released in November 2005. A 2006 NIAID Blue Ribbon Panel on Influenza Research (NIAID 
2007) identified eight specific areas of influenza research where progress was needed: influenza at the human-
animal interface, influenza in individuals, influenza in human populations, animal models, vaccines, therapies, 
assay technologies, and resources. The goals for the CEIRS program at the time of its inception were aligned 
with the objectives of the Blue Ribbon Panel (CEIRS 2011):
• Through basic and surveillance-related research efforts, the CEIRS centers would lay the groundwork for 

new and improved influenza control measures. 
• Multidisciplinary studies investigating the natural history of influenza would be expanded. 
• Research in key areas would be conducted to fill knowledge gaps and move the field forward. 
• By providing resources, including training and reagents, the investigators would serve as resources for the 

scientific community. 
• In the event of a pandemic, the centers would be able to assist with response efforts by conducting 

essential research. 

CEIRS Organizational Structure 
Beginning in 2007, five CEIRS centers were funded for 7 years (April 2007 to March 2014). A second generation 
of the CEIRS network was funded in 2014 for an additional 7 years (ie, into 2021) to allow continuation and 
expansion of the important influenza research activities that were initiated during the first round of funding. 
The following centers have been funded:
• Center for Research on Influenza Pathogenesis (CRIP), Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai, New York City 

(funded beginning in 2007)
• Emory University and University of Georgia Center of Excellence for Influenza Surveillance and Research 

(Emory-UGA CEIRS), Emory University, Atlanta (funded beginning in 2007)
• Johns Hopkins Center of Excellence for Influenza Surveillance and Research (Johns Hopkins CEIRS), Johns 

Hopkins University, Baltimore (funded beginning in 2014)  
• Minnesota Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance (MCEIRS), University of Minnesota, 

Minneapolis (funded from 2007 to 2014)
• New York Influenza Center of Excellence (NYICE), University of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. (funded beginning 

in 2007)
• St. Jude Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance (SJCEIRS), St. Jude Children’s Research 

Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. (funded beginning in 2007)

The centers are funded via contracts from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and their activities are 
approved and coordinated through a project officer (the CEIRS Director of Operations) in the Respiratory 
Diseases Branch (RDB), Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (DMID), National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), NIH. 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pdf/professionals/hhspandemicinfluenzaplan.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pdf/professionals/hhspandemicinfluenzaplan.pdf
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CEIRS Role during the 2009-10 Influenza Pandemic
In accordance with the basic research mandate of CEIRS, following emergence of the H1N1pdm09 virus in 
2009, the centers quickly implemented activities and projects that addressed key research questions about 
the origins, pathogenicity, virulence, and transmissibility of the virus; other projects examined clinical and 
immunologic issues in accordance with the expertise of each center (MCEIRS 2014) (Table 4). For most of the 
centers, this shift involved incorporating the new H1N1 virus into their existing research frameworks, which, by 
requirements of the contracts, were already focused on pandemic-related questions.  

Table 4. Summary of Key Activities Conducted by the CEIRS Centers in Response to 
the 2009-10 H1N1 Pandemic
Center Key Activities*
CRIP • Performed phenotypic characterization in various animal models that:

• Identified novel molecular biology.
• Determined cross-reactivity with previous strains of H1N1.
• Increased understanding of novel polymorphisms of this virus in different genes (NS gene, PB1-F2, PB2, 

etc).
• Conducted multiple characterizations of different strains to evaluate increased virulence and/or 

transmissibility. 
• Identified new viral properties.

Emory-UGA 
CEIRS

• Received isolates, amplified, prepared stocks, and distributed to the CEIRS network and the scientific 
community.

• Prepared mouse-adapted strain of virus.
• Examined receptor binding and membrane fusion properties of swine influenza HA glycoproteins.
• Studied the pathogenesis and transmission of H1N1pdm09 virus in swine and ferrets. 
• Evaluated vaccines in swine, mice, and ferrets.
• Determined susceptibility of virus to antiviral drugs. 
• Performed virus isolation/culture (cell culture), virus characterization (antigenic analysis), sequence analysis, 

and reverse genetics.
• Determined the effect of prior exposure to H1N1 influenza viruses on efficacy of an H1N1 vaccine.
• Analyzed the innate immune response to H1N1pdm09. 
• Analyzed immune responses to infection and vaccination with alternative vaccines.
• Determined cross-reactivity of immune responses and cross-protection in mice.
• Examined B-cell immune responses in patients infected with H1N1pdm09. 
• Investigated pre-existing immunity to H1N1 in humans and comparison of age-groups.
• Analyzed monoclonal antibodies isolated from a cohort of patients with varying severity of disease caused by 

H1N1pdm09.
• Analyzed human monoclonal antibodies for binding specificities and functional activity both in vitro and in 

vivo. 
• Established an avian surveillance program in Taiwan.
• Established collaborative studies with other CEIRS centers.
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MCEIRS • Conducted new surveillance and research projects:
• Assessed transmission of swine influenza virus (SIV) among pigs in a population setting.
• Monitored the genomic constellations of type A influenza viruses circulating in county fairs in Ohio. 
• Assessed the environmental stability of the H1N1pdm09 outbreak strain.
• Conducted additional SIV surveillance and environmental analysis [linked with SJCEIRS, “Active 

surveillance of influenza viruses in the US swine population”].
• Initiated additional studies involving H1N1pdm09 (surveillance in domestic animals, Kenya; surveillance in 

swine farms, Thailand; molecular analysis of human H1N1pdm09 virus, Thailand).
• Provided epidemiologic consultation and outbreak investigation expertise to the CEIRS network, 

supplemented with breaking news and analysis of the pandemic on CIDRAP’s website.
• Convened a workshop in September 2009 with senior officials of key government, private-sector, and 

academic institutions to review current plans and procedures for detecting and responding to the 
H1N1pdm09 infection in US swine herds. 

NYICE • Performed assay development. 
• Assessed cellular immune response to H1N1 vaccination.
• Assessed cross-reactive immunity (CD4 cells and development of B cells).
• Conducted research on age-related differences in the B-cell response. 
• Assessed the antigenic basis of cross-reactivity to novel vaccines. 
• Followed existing research agenda and inserted H1N1pdm09 into it. 

SJCEIRS • Evaluated viral gene reassortment in pigs infected with the swine-like H1N1 and endemic swine influenza 
viruses. 

• Assessed neurotropic potential of H1N1pdm09 viruses and development of acute peripheral neuropathies.
• Determined whether vaccination or infection with seasonal influenza induces protection against H1N1pdm09.
• Conducted preclinical evaluation of monovalent H1N1pdm09 vaccine.
• Developed and implemented protocol 09-0034: human sample collections—descriptive clinical study on 

H1N1pdm09 viruses and associated immune responses.
• Performed reagent production, distribution, and structural analysis of HA, PB1, PB2, and PA proteins of newly 

emerging H1N1 influenza A viruses. Reagents included:
• Recombinant proteins: H1 HA A/California/04/2009 (H1N1), ectodomain; H1 HA A/California/04/2009 

(H1N1), full length; and H1 HA A/California/07/2009 (H1N1), full length.
• Antisera: anti-H1 A/California/04/2009 (H1N1).
• Monoclonal antibodies:

 » Anti-H1 MAb A/California/04/2009 (H1N1), clone CA09-02.
 » Anti-H1 MAb A/California/04/2009 (H1N1), clone CA09-09.
 » Anti-H1 MAb A/California/04/2009 (H1N1), clone CA09-11.
 » Anti-H1 MAb A/California/04/2009 (H1N1), clone CA09-15.

• Deciphered mechanisms of pathogenicity in H1N1pdm09 viruses in differentiated air culture systems.
• Determined the effects of H5N1-H1N1 reassortant viruses on lung epithelial cell function.
• Evaluated antibody responses to the H1N1pdm09 virus of swine origin in persons vaccinated against “swine 

flu” in 1976. 
• Initiated family surveillance in Hong Kong. 
• Characterized H1N1pdm09 in murine and ex vivo models.
• Determined risk of seasonal H1N1-H1N1pdm09 reassortment in co-infected humans and looked for virologic 

markers of severe human infection. 
• Conducted case study of human-to-swine transmission of H1N1pdm09 in Alberta, Canada. 

*These activities are representative and do not necessarily reflect a comprehensive list. 
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The Role of CEIRS in Scientific Preparedness for Pandemic 
Influenza
The 2009-10 influenza pandemic clearly demonstrated the need for science preparedness to improve 
pandemic response. The 2017 update to the HHS Pandemic Influenza Plan identifies scientific infrastructure 
and preparedness as one of the seven key domains for improving pandemic response capacity from 2017 
to 2027. According to the 2017 update, “HHS’s fundamental investments in science infrastructure and 
preparedness have delivered critical knowledge to understand both seasonal influenza viruses and those 
with pandemic potential. Establishing and sustaining scientific research frameworks, addressing the full 
spectrum from basic discovery through patient intervention, will dramatically improve comprehensive 
pandemic outbreak preparedness, response, and recovery. As influenza viruses with pandemic potential 
emerge, we will use our science infrastructure to characterize strains, and identify and develop MCMs [medical 
countermeasures] and NPIs [non-pharmaceutical interventions] to combat spread of a pandemic.” 

HHS has improved its science preparedness infrastructure by: (1) providing significant insight into influenza 
virus pathology, epidemiology, and antigenic drift; (2) conducting basic research studies to determine how 
influenza viruses emerge, transmit, and cause disease; and (3) applying systems biology approaches to better 
understand host-virus interactions. In addition, HHS has provided research resources such as animal models, 
reagents, and full-genome sequencing of more than 20,000 influenza viruses from avian, swine, human, and 
other mammalian sources to researchers and diagnostics developers. 

From 2017 to 2027, HHS intends to enhance science preparedness by achieving the following three goals:
• Support scientific infrastructure preparedness with capacity to conduct clinical, behavioral, and 

epidemiologic research; facilitate its safety oversight and monitoring; and simplify collaboration, ethical 
practices, and evaluation activities to provide evidence-based findings to inform prepandemic planning.

• Support basic and translational research to improve medical countermeasures and strategies to prevent, 
diagnose, treat, and respond to pandemic influenza through collaboration among government agencies, 
the private sector, and academic institutions. 

• Establish and sustain a scientific preparedness framework that can align and integrate public health 
practice and scientific research during an influenza pandemic.

The 2017 update to the HHS Pandemic Influenza Plan acknowledges the important work of the CEIRS network. 
Many of the efforts toward enhancing science preparedness for pandemic influenza have been and will 
continue to be conducted by the CEIRS network.  

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/pdf/pan-flu-report-2017v2.pdf
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Chapter 3: Overview of CEIRS Influenza 
Response Planning  
Vision Statement for the CEIRS Influenza Response 
In the event of an influenza pandemic or emergence of a novel influenza strain with pandemic potential, the 
CEIRS network will have mechanisms in place to optimally support the NIAID’s overall response through: (1) 
rapid initiation and completion of research studies aimed at answering key scientific and clinical questions 
about the pandemic or novel influenza virus and (2) providing research materials and expertise to the scientific 
and public health communities in the US and internationally.

Mission Statement for CEIRS Influenza Response Planning 
The CEIRS Influenza Response Plan provides an operational framework for the CEIRS network to: (1) rapidly 
generate scientific and clinical information about a pandemic or novel influenza virus with pandemic potential, 
(2) provide technical resources to support the NIAID’s response both nationally and internationally, and (3) 
coordinate effectively to promote information-sharing, situational awareness, and efficiency during a pandemic 
or prepandemic incident.

Rationale for CEIRS Influenza Response Planning 
Reflecting NIAID’s dual mandate for research and response, the CEIRS program is designed to meet two overall 
objectives: (1) conduct basic and applied influenza research and (2) maintain readiness to respond rapidly to 
emerging influenza viruses of pandemic potential (CEIRS 2011). These objectives converge when the CEIRS 
network is called on to conduct essential research in support of HHS’s Pandemic Response and Preparedness 
Plan. As noted in Chapter 2, in April 2009 (at the start of the 2009-10 H1N1 pandemic) NIAID mobilized 
the CEIRS network to support HHS’s public health response with scientific expertise, reagents, and rapid 
analyses of the novel virus (MCEIRS 2014). The CEIRS network played a key role in early H1N1pdm09 virus 
characterization studies and preclinical evaluation of vaccine candidates. At the same time, the CEIRS network 
initiated critical research studies on the epidemiology, ecology, immunology, transmission, and pathogenesis of 
the H1N1pdm09 virus and conducted essential training programs for influenza researchers.

A 2011 expert-panel review of the CEIRS program identified significant contributions of the CEIRS network during 
its first years of operation; two of these specifically addressed pandemic planning and response (CEIRS 2011):
• “By providing a multidisciplinary, multi-faceted approach, the CEIRS network is in a unique position to fulfill 

the dual mandate of NIAID by conducting basic research and rapidly responding to emerging infectious 
disease threats.” 

• “The response to the 2009 H1N1 pandemic demonstrated that the network can have a direct impact on 
the public health response to an emerging health threat by providing applied research and critical scientific 
resources (eg, genomic studies, viral characterization, surveillance). During the pandemic, the ability of the 
program to quickly redirect resources in a coordinated manner to the most important activities was critical 
to its success.”

In response to a pandemic, serious prepandemic threat, or other public health emergency, the CEIRS network 
can provide NIAID, CDC, and other agencies and offices within HHS with the expertise and capabilities to 
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support a coordinated, effective, and robust research response. The CEIRS network could also serve as a 
resource for international organizations, such as the WHO, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO), and the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE). As part of this process, the CEIRS network 
can provide rapid access to a wide range of technical resources, including analytical tools, reagents, and 
specialized facilities, and can begin conducting studies to rapidly advance knowledge about the novel virus of 
concern. A CEIRS Influenza Response Plan is needed to ensure a coordinated, scalable, effective, and efficient 
response by the CEIRS network, particularly if a pandemic escalates rapidly, limiting the potential for just-in-
time response planning.  

Purposes of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan
The primary purposes of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan include the following:
• Identify core areas of expertise and capabilities for each CEIRS center.
• Outline a working framework for the CEIRS response to a pandemic or novel influenza virus of pandemic 

potential to facilitate rapid decision-making during an emergency.
• Identify CEIRS research priorities and strategies with regard to the emergence of a pandemic virus or novel 

influenza virus with pandemic potential. While a set of research priorities can be identified in the plan, the 
details of the response may depend on a number of unknown factors that cannot be predicted, such as:

• The characteristics of the virus
• What is already known about the virus 
• The geographic location of emergence
• The species (human or animal) from which the virus emerges
• The biosafety level for working with the virus
• The ability to obtain the virus for study 

• Define the concept of operations for the CEIRS pandemic response, including the organizational structure 
and mechanisms for incident coordination. 

• Provide mechanisms for information sharing and enhancing situational awareness through a coordinated 
approach for internal and external communications. 

Key CEIRS Influenza Response Planning Principles 
The key planning principles for an influenza response plan involving the CEIRS network are as follows:
• The plan capitalizes on the unique assets and primary areas of expertise for each center.
• The plan is scalable and flexible enough to meet the requirements of a broad range of situations, since it is 

impossible to predict the details of the next influenza threat.
• Inherent in the plan is the concept that the centers need to be able to maintain a certain degree of 

freedom to determine and carry out their research projects as part of the overall response.  
• The plan is able to accommodate the needs and interests of the individual centers, NIAID, and the overall 

US government (USG) response.
• The plan provides a structure that allows rapid mobilization and initiation of key research activities 

pertinent to a pandemic or novel influenza virus of concern. 
• The plan ensures adequate coordination of activities among centers.
• The plan provides mechanisms for robust communication and information-sharing among the CEIRS 

centers, and between NIAID leadership and the centers.
• The plan incorporates a defined decision-making process to ensure mechanisms are in place for addressing 

and resolving any issues that may arise regarding the CEIRS pandemic or prepandemic response.
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CEIRS Influenza Response Planning and Alignment with Risk 
Assessment Frameworks
The CEIRS network plays an important role across the full spectrum of pandemic risk phases, although the 
objectives for CEIRS research projects may vary, depending on whether the world is in the interpandemic 
phase, the pandemic alert phase, or the pandemic phase. 
• Interpandemic phase: The interpandemic phase, as defined by the WHO, represents the period between 

pandemics. This could be an interval when no novel influenza viruses are causing infections in humans 
or when certain novel influenza viruses are causing limited disease in humans (mostly at the human-
animal interface), but sustained human-to-human transmission has not been identified. Roles of the CEIRS 
network during an interpandemic phase will follow routine operations and will include activities such as 
the following: 

• The CEIRS network will continue to carry out important research that: (1) provides critical information 
on novel influenza viruses of concern, (2) informs the risk assessment characterization of influenza 
viruses of concern by contributing information to address the criteria outlined in the CDC IRAT, (3) 
informs future pandemic situations, (4) enhances global understanding of influenza viruses, and (5) 
maintains a global infrastructure of appropriate facilities and trained personnel. Examples of ongoing 
research objectives during the interpandemic phase include:

 » Determine the prevalence of emerging avian influenza viruses in birds and mammals in close 
contact with humans.

 » Enhance understanding of how influenza viruses evolve, transmit, and adapt to new hosts.
 » Perform molecular and genetic characterization of novel or emerging influenza viruses. 
 » Elucidate the ecology and epidemiology of novel influenza viruses.
 » Explore host responses to infection in both animal models and humans.
 » Identify immunologic factors that influence susceptibility to infection and disease outcomes.

• The CEIRS network will continually review available risk assessment information for novel and 
emerging influenza viruses and routinely adjust research priorities as necessary.

• Implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan is not necessary during an interpandemic 
phase, although information provided in this plan on center capabilities and research priorities may 
prove useful as the centers adapt to study newly recognized influenza viruses. 

• Pandemic alert phase: According to the WHO, a pandemic alert phase indicates that influenza caused by 
a new subtype has been identified in humans. Once a new subtype is identified, the WHO recommends 
careful risk assessment at the local, national, and global levels. This is consistent with phase 1 of the CDC 
PIF, which focuses on early investigation of any new subtype. 

• If the initial risk assessment of a new virus does not suggest a high-level threat and ongoing 
surveillance data indicate that the new virus is not developing into a pandemic strain with efficient 
person-to-person transmission, activities can de-escalate to the interpandemic phase. In such 
situations, the CEIRS network will continue routine operations and possibly adjust priorities to 
incorporate research aimed at the new virus, if warranted (as noted under the interpandemic phase 
above), but without implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan.

• If the initial or subsequent risk assessments for a novel influenza virus indicate the virus is a potential 
high-risk threat, then routine operations of the CEIRS network may need to be reconsidered and 
the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan may either be partially or fully implemented, depending on the 
situation.

• Pandemic phase: If a pandemic is declared or appears imminent, the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan will be 
fully implemented as outlined in Chapter 6.
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CEIRS Influenza Response Plan Development and Maintenance 
Process
Influenza Response Plan Development 
Before developing the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan, a review of the CEIRS response to the 2009-10 H1N1 
influenza pandemic was conducted (MCEIRS 2014). This review relied on key informant interviews with NIH 
staff, center directors, and selected center researchers. The review summarized center activities related to the 
pandemic and also identified key lessons learned and areas for improvement. 

As a first step in developing the response plan, planners convened the Pandemic Planning Advisory Committee 
(PPAC), which included at least one senior investigator from each CEIRS center, NIAID/CEIRS leadership 
personnel, and pandemic planning staff. The committee’s charge was “to provide critical feedback and 
guidance regarding the process and outcome of CEIRS pandemic research planning, including review of 
interim and final products. The committee represents the individual centers and the network as a whole in the 
collaborative development of a CEIRS pandemic research response framework and plan.” During the course of 
the planning process, the PPAC met regularly to discuss various aspects of CEIRS influenza response planning 
and to provide critical input on overarching planning issues. 

The plan will be reviewed as needed and updated when necessary to align with current capabilities and 
research plans for each of the CEIRS centers.
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Chapter 4: Capabilities and Expertise of the 
CEIRS Centers
This chapter summarizes the scientific capabilities and expertise for each of the existing CEIRS centers. This 
information is intended to be used as a quick reference tool for NIAID/DMID leadership, the CEIRS Director 
of Operations, CEIRS center directors, and others involved with CEIRS response planning in the event of 
an influenza pandemic or emergence of a novel influenza virus with pandemic potential. These tables of 
capabilities identify how the centers could potentially contribute during an emergency situation, although 
the actual work plan for each center will be determined with input and support from NIAID CEIRS leadership, 
according to existing contractual arrangements between NIAID and each CEIRS center. 

The second generation of CEIRS (funded in 2014) includes the following five prime contracting centers:
• Mount Sinai Center for Research on Influenza Pathogenesis (CRIP) [link to website]
• The Emory-UGA Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance (Emory-UGA CEIRS) [link to 

website] 
• Johns Hopkins Center for Excellence in Influenza Surveillance and Research (JHCEIRS) [link to website]
• New York Influenza Center of Excellence (NYICE) [link to website]
• St. Jude Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance (SJCEIRS) [link to website]

Each center consists of a consortium of research groups working collaboratively within and between the 
centers. In 2016, as part of the influenza response planning process, each center was asked to provide 
comprehensive information on its expertise and capabilities relevant to pandemic research and response. The 
information was combined, reviewed, and revised with input from members of the PPAC in collaboration with 
center directors and investigators, and was last updated during the first quarter of 2020. The information is 
summarized in the following two tables (Tables 5 and 6).
 
Table 5. Capabilities for Rapid Provision of Technical Resources in Response to 
Pandemic Threats, 2020
Technical 
Resource

Center Specific Capabilities

Situational awareness of novel viruses
Analysis of 
virologic or 
serologic data 
from ongoing 
surveillance

CRIP • Surveillance and analysis 
• Wild bird surveillance and human surveillance as part of National Influenza Center, 

tools/tests, including serology 
• Analysis expertise and archive data from high-throughput screening 
• Wild bird surveillance: Central and South America 
• Poultry and swine surveillance: multiple countries
• Wild bird and marine mammal surveillance and analysis: multiple countries
• Domestic and wild swine surveillance: multiple countries

Emory-UGA • Swine surveillance and analysis in the US (virologic, serologic, and genomic)
• Chicken, duck, and swine surveillance in China (virologic, serologic, and genomic)
• Human (serologic, virologic, and clinical data from infected patients)

http://icahn.mssm.edu/research/influenza-pathogenesis/research
http://medicine.emory.edu/ceirs/
http://medicine.emory.edu/ceirs/
http://www.niaidceirs.org/centers/johns-hopkins-ceirs/
https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/nyice.aspx
http://www.niaidceirs.org/centers/st-jude-ceirs/
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JHCEIRS • Active and passive human surveillance at a number of sites in the US, Taiwan, and 
Zambia with multiple specimen types, including NP swabs, nasal washes, serum, and 
BALs   

• Rapid molecular diagnostics and sequence characterization of circulating viruses and 
co-infections

• Downstream detailed virologic and serologic analyses paired with clinical data
NYICE • VirCapSeq-VERT capture panel (a high-throughput virome capture sequencing 

platform that enables detection of viral sequences in complex sample backgrounds, 
including those found in clinical specimens such as serum, blood, and tissue); the 
highly multiplexed nature of the system allows simultaneous identification and the 
comprehensive genetic characterization of all known vertebrate viruses, their genetic 
variants, and novel viruses

• Human serologic risk assessment using banks of sera from subjects 1 to 100 years of 
age 

• Sequence-based high performance computational mapping and antigenic prediction 
of relatedness to human seasonal viruses

• Analysis of viral genes that affect virulence and pathogenesis
SJCEIRS • Ongoing serologic and virologic surveillance (poultry, wild birds, swine, Bactrian and 

dromedary camels, bats, and warthogs) at a number of sites around the globe
Analysis of social, 
environmental, 
agricultural data 
relevant to novel 
virus emergence 

CRIP • Surveillance and analysis
• Input into agricultural data regarding virus emergence in poultry
• GIS analysis of poultry/swine density related to outbreak locations
• Expertise related to avian, marine mammal, and swine IAV outbreak investigation

Emory-UGA • Surveillance and analysis in poultry and swine populations 
• Outbreak investigation 

JHCEIRS • Social, environmental-behavioral modeling for disease spread, contagion, and 
vaccine uptake

• Real-time clinical monitoring of influenza-like illnesses in 2 large US national capital 
region health systems   

• Real-time clinical monitoring of influenza-like illnesses in a rural African region that is 
traditionally under-surveyed

SJCEIRS • Strong epidemiologic knowledge of swine and poultry production and value chain 
(industrial and backyard levels) 

• Expertise related to IAV spillover into wild birds in North America
• Expertise in studying the human-animal interface at state fairs, pig shows, and other 

similar venues 
• Epidemiologic and biostatistical expertise 
• Expertise in design and analysis of outbreak investigations 

Outbreak 
investigation and 
epidemiologic 
consultation

CRIP • Surveillance and analysis
• Epidemiology of virus emergence in equine, canine, swine, poultry, and minor land-

based and aquatic poultry species  
• Field mobilization and sampling in avian and marine mammal species
• Basic epidemiologic analysis 
• Poultry and swine IAV outbreak investigation, including reference labs 
• Surveillance and analyses from field-based to high-end computational antigenic 

analyses 
• Epidemiology of virus emergence in swine
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Emory-UGA • Expertise in human outbreak investigations, outbreak management, eINDs, and 
countermeasures

• In-depth knowledge of influenza virus epidemiology in Chinese poultry and 
established lines of communication with Chinese animal health officials

• Surveillance and analysis in commercial swine
• Epidemiology of virus emergence in poultry and other avian species
• Potential: bioinformatics groups

JHCEIRS • Subject matter experience and expertise in outbreak investigation, epidemiologic 
analysis, specimen collection, and emergency IRB response

• Active collaboration and partnership with other key US federal agencies, including 
the CDC, DHS, and BARDA

• Field mobilization of sample collection and in-field sequencing (including low-
resource settings) using MinION (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) and rapid 
diagnostics with other multiplex respiratory virus and bacterial detection systems 
(BioFire Diagnostics and GenMark Diagnostics)

NYICE • Community surveillance, specimen collection, and analysis
SJCEIRS • Several epidemiologists within the center

• Experience in disease emergency management and epidemiologic investigation and 
surveillance of animal and zoonotic diseases (including influenza virus in domestic 
animals and wild birds) 

• Development of official surveillance programs and sanitary regulations in animal 
health 

• Socioeconomic evaluation of animal health emergencies (preparedness and 
response) 

• Epidemiologic and biostatistical expertise 
• Epidemiologic investigation and consultation

Access to expertise 
at international 
health 
organizations 

CRIP • OIE reference lab
• WHO collaborating center and OFFLU member (FAO/OIE); current OFFLU executive 

committee member, current co-chair of the OFFLU swine expert group, member of 
several OFFLU influenza technical expert groups, member of OIE equine influenza 
vaccine strain recommendation panel  

• OFFLU swine group member
• WHO National Influenza Center and OFFLU member; worked multiple times with 

these organizations and as a member of several technical working groups
Emory-UGA • Contacts with WHO, OIE reference lab, FAO reference lab

• Fogerty International Center
• International Pasteur Institute
• Contacts with CDC
• Established lines of communication with Chinese animal health officials
• Collaboration with Australian Animal Health Laboratories and CSIRO

JHCEIRS • Current and past partnerships with CDC (director of Influenza Division); CDC EERB 
(branch chief); HHS/ASPR (directors of OPP, MCSR, NDMS); HHS/BARDA (director of 
Influenza Division); WHO (including GOARN); UNMEER; and UNHCR (deputy director 
of the Division of Programme Support and Management)

NYICE • Investigator and clinical sites in Melbourne, Australia, affiliated with the WHO 
collaborating center in that location

SJCEIRS • WHO collaborating center with extensive ties to OIE, FAO, and other organizations 
• A center PI is a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of OIE
• Former veterinary epidemiologist of FAO/WHO/OIE Global Early Warning System 

team with strong interactions with OFFLU 
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Reagent production and distribution
Amplified, 
prepared stocks of 
viruses

CRIP • Generate and amplify virus stocks in BSL2 and/or BSL3; GMP clean-room available
• Egg- or cell-culture-grown viruses

Emory-UGA • Generate and amplify virus stocks in BSL2/BSL3 labs and animal facilities
• Egg- or cell-culture-grown viruses

JHCEIRS • Virus isolation/growth on either standard cell lines or primary differentiated 
respiratory epithelial cell cultures from various species (eg, mouse, human)

NYICE • Generate and amplify virus stocks in BSL2 and/or BSL3; no clean-room available
• Egg- or cell-culture-grown viruses

SJCEIRS • Panels of relevant mammal, avian, and human seasonal strains available and can be 
prepared quickly in cell culture or eggs

• GMP-prepared candidate vaccine viruses (certain strains)
• GMP facility that can quickly prepare candidate vaccine viruses from PR8 reverse 

genetics
Mouse-adapted 
virus strains

CRIP • Mouse-adapted strains by reverse genetics within a few days
• Vast collection of historic mouse-adapted strains from most IAV subtypes 
• Highly experienced in virus adaptation to mice in BSL2/3/3+/3Ag animal facilities 
• Experience with mouse-adaptation studies

Emory-UGA • Mouse-adapted human influenza viruses, including H1N1, H3N2, and B viruses
• Experience with virus adaptation to mice in BSL2 and BSL3 facilities 
• Receive, amplify, and inactivate (if needed) virus stocks in BSL2 and BSL3 
• Rapid generation of mouse-adapted strains with PR8 backbone

JHCEIRS • Previously generated mouse-adapted viruses or empirically generated new mouse-
adapted virus strains

• Reverse genetics/synthetic biology methods for generating mouse-adapted virus 
strains

SJCEIRS • Mouse-adapted strains by reverse genetics within a few days
• Vast collection of historic mouse-adapted strains from many IAV subtypes
• Highly experienced in virus adaptation to mice in BSL2/3/3+/3Ag animal facilities

Virus isolates for 
vaccine seed stock 
generation

CRIP • Generate and amplify vaccine candidates in BSL2/3; no clean room available
• Archived and ongoing isolates stored from egg and cell-culture passage

Emory-UGA • Routinely produce vaccine candidates in BSL2 and BSL3 labs for H5 and H9 AIV
• Access to patient samples from Emory/Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta emergency 

rooms with institutional approval
• Developing Vero-cell-based enhanced vaccine cell lines

JHCEIRS • Human clinical isolates with minimal, known passage history
• Reverse genetics/synthetic biology methods for generating virus strains

SJCEIRS • Panels of relevant mammal, avian, and human seasonal strains available and can be 
prepared quickly in cell culture or eggs

• GMP-prepared candidate vaccine viruses (certain strains)
• GMP facility that can quickly prepare candidate vaccine viruses from PR8 reverse 

genetics
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Virus clones CRIP • Very capable recombinant protein production core that can produce HAs and NAs for 
structural characterization within days

• Highly experienced in this activity; BSL2/3/3+ facilities available
• Reverse genetics systems for vaccine seed production

Emory-UGA • Highly experienced in this activity; BSL2/3/3Ag
• Reverse genetics

JHCEIRS • Reverse genetics/synthetic biology methods for production of pandemic or 
prepandemic virus strains

NYICE • Very capable recombinant protein production core that can produce HAs and NAs for 
antigenic characterization and immune assay development

SJCEIRS • Very capable recombinant protein production core that can produce HAs and NAs for 
structural characterization

• Highly experienced in this activity; BSL2/3/3+/3Ag facilities available
Panels of human 
monoclonal 
antibodies

Emory-UGA • Human monoclonal antibodies from infected or vaccinated individuals
NYICE • Human monoclonal antibodies from infected or vaccinated individuals

Other human 
clinical samples 

Emory-UGA • PBMC, plasma, serum from infected or vaccinated individuals
• Ability to collect tissues, NP lavage, and respiratory secretions from infected patients 

and to obtain cells isolated from these sample types
• Normal human bronchial epithelial cells

JHCEIRS • NP swab, nasal wash, whole blood, serum, BAL, or mini-BAL from individuals infected 
with known IAV strains

NYICE • Human sera derived from influenza cases in Rochester, NY and Melbourne, Australia
• Nasal wash/swabs for virus isolation and analysis

SJCEIRS • Extensive human samples resources, including nasal wash, nasal cells, PBMC, and 
plasma from various sites around the world

Antisera (animal) CRIP • Guinea pig
• Avian
• BSL2/3/3+/3Ag facilities available
• From laboratory animals (ferrets and mice) and surveillance studies (wild birds, 

marine mammals)
• Swine surveillance antisera
• Swine

Emory-UGA • Chicken, swine, mice, guinea pigs, NHPs, and ferrets
• ADCC/ADCP in vitro assays using modified reporter cell lines or use of primary 

human cells
NYICE • Mice
SJCEIRS • Ferret, mice, chicken, goat, and swine

Antisera (human) CRIP • From National Influenza Center and Erasmus Medical Center, if needed
Emory-UGA • PBMCs, plasma, and serum from infected or vaccinated individuals at Emory 

hospitals
• Human sera banked at UGA from influenza vaccinations and infections
• From BEI resources repository
• ADCC/ADCP in vitro assays using modified reporter cell lines or use of primary 

human cells
JHCEIRS • Serum banks from influenza-negative patients or influenza-positive patients at time 

of admission and 28 days later (collected from sites in the US, Taiwan, and Zambia)
• Serum banks from influenza-vaccinated individuals at time of vaccination, 7 days, 28 

days, and 6 months post vaccination
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NYICE • Banks of human sera spanning all ages from 1 to 100 years
SJCEIRS • Serum banks from humans in animal-human interface studies, human surveillance 

for influenza infection and vaccine trials (limited; available from collaborations)
Recombinant 
rescue plasmids, 
proteins, peptides

CRIP • Very capable recombinant protein production core that can produce HAs and NAs 
within days

• Highly experienced in the generation of reverse-genetics plasmids
• BSL2/3/3+/3Ag facilities available
• Viral rescue (several systems) and mammalian expression plasmids

Emory-UGA • Subcloning of viral genes for expression and recombinant virus rescue in BSL2 and 
BSL3 facilities 

• BSL3 facilities available 
• Generation of reverse-genetics plasmids 
• Generation of mammalian-expression plasmids
• Synthetic genomics for rapid virus reconstruction from sequence data, targeted 

mutagenesis, and vaccine seed stock production
• Generation of human/mouse monoclonal antibodies with modified Fc regions

JHCEIRS • Infectious clones of recent seasonal human influenza virus strains from previous 
influenza seasons

• Infectious clones of influenza vaccine strain HA and NA proteins
• Stable cell lines expressing influenza proteins

NYICE • Human monoclonal antibodies derived from infected and vaccinated subjects
• Library of healthy human immune sera and PBMC spanning 10 decades of life to 

assess age-related risk from antigenic variants
• Very capable recombinant protein expression and purification for reagent production

SJCEIRS • Very capable recombinant protein production core that can quickly produce 
recombinant proteins

• Highly experienced in the generation of reverse-genetics plasmids
• BSL2/3/3+/3Ag facilities available

Isolates 
derived from 
field samples/ 
surveillance in 
animals

CRIP • Isolates derived from wild bird and marine mammal surveillance
• Isolates from swine via USDA surveillance and from Spain

Emory-UGA • Routinely conduct surveillance studies of poultry and swine populations
SJCEIRS • Extensive collection of isolates from wild birds, poultry, swine, and other animals 

collected from around the world
Other CRIP • Large collection of murine antibodies for all subtypes of HAs and NAs and the 

capacity to produce new antibodies within weeks if needed
Emory-UGA • Domestic poultry and swine
JHCEIRS • Access to specimen collection in domestic livestock in Zambia

High-quality analytics
Genomic sequence 
analysis

CRIP • High-throughput whole-virus viral genome sequencing (on Illumina or PacBio 
platforms)

• MinION sequencing (Oxford Nanopore Technologies)
• Genomic sequence comparison, assessment of reassortment, phylogenetics, and 

network analysis 
• Swine and avian influenza virus genetic analyses, phenotypic to genetic analyses

Emory-UGA • Whole-genome sequencing of virus isolates from surveillance samples for analysis of 
virus evolution and reassortment

• Sanger, NGS, miSeq (Illumina), and NanoString analyses
• BSL2 and BSL3 capacity for sequencing
• Single cell and single nucleus transcriptomics analysis using RNA-seq
• Direct RNA sequencing using Oxford Nanopore technologies
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JHCEIRS • Whole-genome and high-throughput sequencing for analysis of minor variants in 
virus population and rapid sequencing for consensus sequences

• miSeq (Illumina), NextSeq (Illumina), HiSeq (Illumina), MinION (Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies)

NYICE • RNA NGS of virus and host genes; high-performance computing, data management, 
analytics, bioinformatics expertise

• Virus sequencing, sequence-based mapping, and computational prediction of 
antigenic relatedness

SJCEIRS • Multiple PIs
• CEIRS Distributed Influenza Genome Sequencing capacity for high-throughput 

genomic sequencing of pandemic viruses and post-sequence analysis
Phylogenetic 
analysis to identify 
virus origins

CRIP • Phylogenetic analyses using multiple methodologic approaches, with expertise and 
computational power

• Swine virus genetic analysis
• Bayesian phylogenetic analysis to date (TMRCA) and identification of origin (ancestral 

state reconstruction) of virus evolution
Emory-UGA • Phylogenetic analysis of viral sequence
JHCEIRS • Time-scaled phylogenetic analysis to cluster existing historical consensus sequences 

by sequence
NYICE • Bioinformatics expertise, sequenced-based measurement of gene relatedness, data 

visualization
SJCEIRS • Phylogenetic modeling and hypothesis testing

• Expertise and computational facilities, including an HPC cluster and personal GPU 
workstations

Reverse genetics CRIP • Highly experienced in reverse genetics
• BSL2/3/3+/3Ag facilities available 
• All relevant phenotyping assays available, including transmission, pathogenesis, and 

vaccination-challenge in laboratory animals 
• Multiple reverse-genetics systems to produce wild-type and engineered viruses

Emory-UGA • Reverse genetics to generate recombinant animal or human influenza viruses
• Testing virus pathogenicity and transmissibility in avian and mammalian animal 

species, including swine, chicken, mice, guinea pigs, NHPs, and ferrets
• Rapid assessment of potential for reassortment with human seasonal or other 

relevant influenza viruses
JHCEIRS • Reverse genetics technology available, synthetic biology for gene segments or 

standard isolation/mutagenesis to generate sequence variants
• BSL2 or BSL3

NYICE • Reverse genetics technology available, synthetic biology for gene segments or 
standard isolation/mutagenesis to generate sequence variants

SJCEIRS • Multiple PIs, highly experienced
• BSL2 to BSL3+

Diagnostic assays CRIP • RT-PCR and serology
• ISO-certified molecular diagnostics (rRT-PCR), HI/VN assays, virus culture, 

sequencing, drug testing 
• High-throughput screening of virologic swabs (RT-PCR) and sera samples (blocking 

ELISA) 
• RET-PCR, bELISA, MI, NI, VN
• Cell-based ELISAs and antigen and antibody microarray diagnostic capabilities
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Emory-UGA • Glycan array production and analysis
• CLIA-certified rapid multi-target RT-PCR (Luminex, GenMark Diagnostics, Biofire 

Diagnostics, Cepheid [GeneXpert])
• CLIA-certified viral culture, serology
• RT-PCR, RET-PCR, bELISA, MI, NI, VN
• RT-digital droplet PCR
• RT-LAMP
• Bioinformatics analysis to identify sensitive and specific genomic regions for 

diagnostic methods development
• HA and NA antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity assays

JHCEIRS • MinION Access Program
• Iridica (Abbott)
• GeneXpert (Cepheid)
• ePlex (GenMark Diagnostics) 
• Biofire Filmarray
• MinION (Oxford Nanopore Technologies)

NYICE • VirCapSeq-VERT
• High-throughput sequencing
• Human serology and surveillance

SJCEIRS • HA, ELISA, Flu DETECT, rRT-PCR, VI, viral pseudotype assays for serology and for cell 
biology, point-of-need detection devices

Other CRIP • Drug sensitivity, HI/VN assays and cartography
Emory-UGA • Drug sensitivity, HI/VN assays, DPPIV-Glo Protease Assay
JHCEIRS • Microfluidic platforms for massively parallel, ultra-high-throughput viral evolutionary 

studies around single infection events, including assessing selective pressures such as 
novel vaccines and antivirals

NYICE • Multiplex high-throughput HA antibody arrays
SCJEIRS • Drug-sensitivity assays

Laboratory biosecurity containment facilities
Laboratory 
biosecurity 
containment 
facilities

CRIP • BSL3+ biocontainment
• BSL3 enhanced labs and animal facilities 
• BSL3+/BSL3-Ag animal facilities 
• BSL3+ high capacity 
• BSL3-Ag large-animal facilities and BSL3 lab

Emory-UGA • Emory Serious Communicable Diseases Unit for humans infected with high-
consequence pathogens

• BSL2 at all sites
• BSL3, ABSL3
• BSL2+ (permitted for LPAIs), BSL3+/3Ag laboratory and animal facilities permitted for 

H7N9 and Select Agent registered for HPAI from small to large animal
JHCEIRS • BSL2 and BSL3 research and clinical laboratories

• BSL2 and BSL3 animal facilities
• Johns Hopkins Biocontainment Unit for humans infected with high-risk agents, 

including on-site BSL3+ clinical and human subjects research laboratory
SJCEIRS • BSL2 at all sites

• BSL3 and BSL3-enhanced laboratory and animal at sites within the US and in Hong 
Kong and China

• BSL3 in France
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Human cell culture
Human cell culture Emory-UGA • Airway epithelial cell cultures; undifferentiated and well-differentiated normal 

human bronchoepithelial cells, human type I and II epithelial cells, normal swine 
bronchoepithelial cells, normal swine tracheal epithelial cells

JHCEIRS • Primary differentiated human nasal, tracheal, and bronchial epithelial cell cultures
NYICE • Human lung tissue repository, primary 2D and 3D organoid epithelial cell cultures
SJCEIRS • Airway epithelial cell cultures; in vitro T cell, B cell, monocyte, and macrophage 

primary cell cultures; ex vivo cultures of human respiratory tract, human airway 
organoids

Public communication regarding pandemic influenza
Communication in 
specific topic areas

CRIP • Poultry or avian involvement
• Virology/pathogenesis
• Transmission/host range avian and mammalian models
• Swine and other mammalian involvement

Emory-UGA • Human immune responses to influenza infection and vaccination
• Risk communication
• Message control
• Biocontainment
• Outbreak management
• Emergency medical countermeasure
• Research in outbreak and biocontainment settings

JHCEIRS • Influenza emergence and evolution
• Clinical expertise in decision making (including management of outbreaks and 

distribution of scarce resources) for large patient populations during a threat/
pandemic 

• Experts and clinician leaders in US emergency departments and intensive care units
• Command center expertise
• Easy access and communication pathways with clinician specialty societies (eg, 

emergency and critical-care groups) 
• Human surveillance
• Risk communication
• Assessment of workforce willingness to respond in public health emergencies
• Emergency IRB
• Central IRB
• Human subjects research in public health emergencies, clinical response, patient 

management, high-risk patient care, quarantine and isolation, virus characterization, 
real-time outbreak investigation, contact tracing, personal protective equipment, and 
agent-based modeling of disease spread

• High biosafety-level human subjects research and clinical specimen collection
SJCEIRS • Human immune responses to influenza infection

• Can provide real-time information on human infection attack rates and disease 
severity through population-based seroepidemiologic studies

• Zoonotic influenza expertise
Just-in-time 
training

CRIP • Diagnostics and basic research
Emory-UGA • In-house and traveling team of experts as shown from Ebola response

• PCR- and antibody-based diagnostics
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JHCEIRS • Deployable SME and just-in-time training for all above-mentioned topic areas
• Frontline training for human clinical studies and specimen acquisition during 

pandemics (including GCP)
• Organizational capacity for scaled up clinical trials via multiple emergency clinical 

research networks
NYICE • BSL2/BSL2+
SJCEIRS • Training for laboratory diagnostics

• Partnering with CDC/CSTE to implement educational programs with youth livestock 
exhibitors

• Animal-human interface or animal surveillance training
• Molecular virology and diagnostics training

Risk 
communication

CRIP • Experience in mass media (newspapers, TV, radio), communications, professional 
press office

Emory-UGA • Experience in mass media (newspapers, TV, radio), communications, professional 
press office, good contacts with international organizations

JHCEIRS • Risk communication subject capacity for human disease
NYICE • Risk communication subject capacity for human disease
SJCEIRS • Pandemic human, avian, and swine influenza

Public messaging 
and coordination 
of information

CRIP • Poultry or avian involvement
• Swine and other mammalian involvement
• Experience in mass media (newspapers, TV, radio), communications, professional 

press office, good contacts with international organizations (WHO, FAO, EU)
Emory-UGA • Experience in mass media (newspapers, TV, radio), communications, professional 

press office; good contacts with international organizations
JHCEIRS • Command center in place (CEPAR) with experience/expertise in messaging for 

healthcare facility preparedness and response
NYICE • Experience in mass media (newspapers, TV, radio), communications, professional 

press office
SJCEIRS • Partnering with CDC/CSTE to implement educational programs with youth livestock 

exhibitors
• Public messaging

Clinical protocols
Human studies Emory-UGA • Access to infected patients through Emory and Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta 

emergency facilities
• Active sample collection and clinical data protocol for outbreaks (used in the 2009 

H1N1 and 2014-16 Ebola outbreaks)
• Seasonal vaccination protocols
• Healthy donor protocols
• Tissue acquisition protocols
• Large clinical trials/studies team

JHCEIRS • Active and passive human surveillance in the US national capital region, Taiwan 
national capital region, and Macha, Zambia

• Serum collection from influenza infected and control subjects in the US national 
capital region, Taiwan national capital region, and Macha, Zambia

• Serum collection from influenza vaccinated individuals in the US national capital 
region
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NYICE • Human challenge study capacity, 24 beds
• Acute influenza in human subjects protocol, serum, virus, PBMC
• Seasonal vaccine protocols
• Healthy donor protocol
• Seasonal vaccine comparison study protocol 
• Experience with clinical trials and immune response analysis of experimental 

pandemic vaccines
SJCEIRS • Studies in various countries:

• Nicaragua household cohort study designs and rationale
• Colombia 
• Egypt 
• Hong Kong 
• New Zealand household cohort study designs and rationale
• United States

• Zika virus

Information sharing
Databases CRIP • Current and retrospective avian/non-human mammal surveillance CEIRS data

• Coordinating data sharing, data analysis, and data standardization
Emory-UGA • Database development and data standardization skills

• REDCap access; clinical REDCap database from healthy volunteer studies
JHCEIRS • REDCap, Epic, Rave, LabKey, BioFire Filmarray Cloud database systems
NYICE • LabKey-based sophisticated clinical/experimental database development and data 

standardization skills
• FISMA-compliant SQL database server
• REDCap access; clinical REDCap database from healthy volunteer studies

SJCEIRS • Characterized immune response panels against human samples listed above
Infrastructure 
to facilitate 
interagency 
communication

Emory-UGA • Command Center at Emory Center for Emergency Preparedness and Response 
(CEPAR) and HICS at Emory Healthcare

• Experience in response communication with CDC, FDA, NIH during 2014-16 Ebola 
epidemic

• Access to CDC, NIH, WHO and non-governmental funding agencies
JHCEIRS • Command Center at JHU (CEPAR) with content expertise and established 

relationships with multiple federal and local agencies for communication before, 
during and after a public health event

• Shared protocols for clinical sampling during emergencies
• Shared protocols and training for research during infectious disease outbreaks

Biorepository of 
banked human 
sera and PBMCs

JHCEIRS • Serum from IAV-infected individuals at time of symptom presentation (baseline) and 
28 days after resolution of infection (convalescent)

• PBMCs collected from influenza vaccinated individuals at 0 days, 7 days, 28 days, and 
6 months post vaccination

NYICE • Samples to test for heterosubtypic immunity to pandemic strains
SJCEIRS • FLU09

• Colombia
• Nicaragua
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Abbreviations: ABSL, animal biosafety level; ADCC, antibody-dependent, cell-mediated cytotoxicity; ADPC, antibody-dependent cellular 
phagocytosis; Ag, agricultural; ASPR, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (HHS); BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; 
BARDA, Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (HHS); BEI, Biodefense and Emerging Infections Research Resources 
Repository; bELISA, blocking enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; BSL, biosafety level; CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (HHS); 
CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; CEPAR, critical event preparedness and response; CLIA, Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments; CRIP, Center for Research on Influenza Pathogenesis; CSIRO, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organisation; CSTE, Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists; DHS, US Department of Homeland Security; DPPIV, dipeptidyl peptidase 
IV; EERB, Emergency Response and Recovery Branch (CDC); eIND, emergency investigational new drug; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay; EU, European Union; FAO, Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations; Fc, fragment crystallizable; FDA, US Food and Drug 
Administration; FISMA, Federal Information Security Management Act; GCP, good clinical practice; GIS, geographic information system; GMP, 
good manufacturing practice; GOARN, Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (WHO); GPU, graphics processing unit; HA, hemagglutination 
or hemagglutinin protein; HHS, Department of Health and Human Services; HI, hemagglutination inhibition; HICS, hospital incident command 
system; HPAI, highly pathogenic avian influenza; HPC, high performance computing; IAV, influenza A virus; IRB, institutional review board; ISO, 
International Organization of Standardization; JHCEIRS, Johns Hopkins CEIRS; JHU, Johns Hopkins University; LPAI, low-pathogenic avian influenza; 
MCSR, Division of Medical Countermeasures Strategy and Requirements (ASPR/HHS); MI, mutual inhibition method; NA, neuraminidase; 
NDMS, National Disaster Medicine System (HHS); NGS, next-generation sequencing; NHP, nonhuman primate; NI, neuraminidase inhibition; 
NIH, US National Institutes of Health; NP, nasopharyngeal; NYICE, New York Influenza Center of Excellence; OFFLU,OIE-FAO global network of 
expertise on animal influenzas; OIE, World Organization for Animal Health; OPP, Office of Policy and Planning (ASPR/HHS); PBMC, peripheral 
blood mononuclear cell; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PI, principal investigator; PR8, a specific influenza strain identified from Puerto Rico; 
RET, rearranged during transfection; RET-PCR, rearranged during transfection polymerase chain reaction; RNA, ribonucleic acid; RNA-Seq, RNA 
sequencing; rRT-PCR, real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; RT-LAMP, reverse transcription-loop mediated isothermal 
amplification; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; SJCEIRS, St. Jude CEIRS; SME, subject matter expert; SQL, structured 
query language; TMRCA, time to most recent common ancestor; UGA, University of Georgia; UN, United Nations; UNHCR, Office of the UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees; UNMEER, UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response; US, United States; USDA, US Department of Agriculture; 
VI, viral inhibition; VirCapSeq-VERT, virome capture sequencing platform for vertebrate viruses; VN, virus neutralization; WHO, World Health 
Organization.
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Table 6. CEIRS Network Capabilities and Expertise for Rapid Initiation of Pandemic 
Influenza Research Studies, 2020
Research 
Area

Center Specific Topics Biosafety 
Level 
Available

Epidemiologic analysis
Analysis 
of human 
epidemiologic 
data 

Emory-UGA • Design, implementation, and analysis of human studies
• Characterization of innate and adaptive immune responses with clinical/

epidemiologic data  
JHCEIRS • Full epidemiologic analysis of active and passive human influenza 

specimens and data from the US national capital region; Taiwan 
surveillance network; and Macha, Zambia, surveillance site, including 
influenza disease burden, full sample analysis, socioeconomic data, risk 
factors, vaccine information, and transmission

• Design, implementation, and analysis of human studies

BSL1 to BSL3, 
depending on 
the site

Clinical bio-
containment 
unit

NYICE • Characterization of population immunity, based on B- and T-cell responses 
and antibody levels

• Design, implementation, and analysis of human studies
SJCEIRS • Analysis of influenza disease burden and transmission dynamics 

• Characterization of population immunity based on B- and T-cell responses, 
antibody levels, genetic background, and HLA type 

• Discrete and stochastic modeling of transmission patterns and estimates 
of R0 

• Epidemiologic analysis (risk factor evaluation, disease modeling, and 
socioeconomic analysis) 

• Design, implementation, and analysis of human studies
• Population-based seroepidemiology to infection; human infection attack 

rates and disease severity 

BSL1 to BSL3+, 
depending on 
the site

Computational 
modeling

CRIP • Phylogenetic and network analysis of viral genome sequence data 
Emory-UGA • Phylogenetic and network analysis of viral genome sequence data

• Phylogenetic modeling and hypothesis testing of ecological and 
epidemiologic processes

• Artificial intelligence approaches to identify genetic determinants of host 
range and disease severity

JHCEIRS • Local, regional, and global agent-based computational modeling of virus 
emergence, including behavioral, social, and community factors 

• Use of historical samples to model major phylogenetic branch points that 
anticipate antigenic drift and shift 

NYICE • Modeling human immune responses, predicting response to vaccination, 
immune risk assessment

• Sequence-based measurement of antigenic distance, high-performance 
computational prediction tools, identification of vaccine stockpile strains

SJCEIRS • Computational modeling of seroepidemiology data 
• Phylogenetic modeling and hypothesis testing of ecological and 

epidemiologic processes 
• Epidemiologic data (risk factor evaluation, disease modeling, 

socioeconomic analysis) 

BSL1

Other SJCEIRS • Population-based seroepidemiology linked to hospital admission and 
mortality data to ascertain infection attack rates and disease severity 
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Surveillance research 
Wild animals 
(including 
geographic 
location)

CRIP • California and the Pacific Flyway; wild birds and marine mammals 
• Wild birds in Europe; excellent global network of experts 
• Wild birds and marine mammal sampling in northeastern North America 

and Alaska 
• Wild birds in Central and South America (Guatemala, Argentina, and Chile) 

and Antarctica
• Wild boars, wild swine, wild-domestic interface (Spain)

BSL2+

SJCEIRS • Wild birds in the US, China, Southeast Asia, Egypt, Lebanon, Uganda, 
Colombia, Chile, Bangladesh, Hong Kong, China, Jordan, Tunisia, and 
elsewhere in the Middle East.

• Small mammals (eg, rats) 
• Bats in Southeast, Central, and Southern Asia and the Middle East
• Camels in Africa, Asia, and Middle East
• Warthogs in South Africa 

BSL2
BSL3

Domestic animals 
(including 
geographic 
location)

CRIP • Poultry in the US 
• Poultry in Vietnam and Indonesia 
• Poultry in the Republic of Georgia
• Poultry in Guatemala
• Swine in Guatemala
• Swine in Argentina
• Swine in Spain
• Swine surveillance through the USDA program

BSL3/3+

Emory-UGA • Swine in the US Southwest and Midwest
• Swine and poultry (ducks, chickens) in Guangxi, China
• Wild birds in eastern Europe
• Access to the US West Coast via a commercial partner

JHCEIRS • Capacity to collect specimens from domestic livestock animals in Zambia 
SJCEIRS • Domestic poultry and swine:

• US 
• China and Southeast Asia (including canine) 
• Egypt, Lebanon, and the Middle East (including camels) 
• Colombia and Chile  
• Bangladesh 
• Morocco, Togo, Benin, and Uganda (including ruminants)

• Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, and Tunisia 
• Swine in Cambodia and Chile

BSL2
BSL3

Wild-domestic 
interface 
(including 
geographic 
location)

CRIP • California, Alaska, the Pacific Flyway, northeastern US (wild birds and 
mammals) 

• Poultry/wild bird interface throughout the US 
• Birds/poultry in the Netherlands and the Republic of Georgia 
• Birds/poultry in Argentina 
• Birds/poultry in Guatemala 
• Wild boar/birds/swine in Spain

BSL2+/3

Emory-UGA • Wild birds in eastern Europe
• Wild-domestic interface in China

JHCEIRS • Wild birds in Zambia
SJCEIRS • North America 

• Southeast Asia 
• South America 
• The Middle East
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Human-animal 
interface 
(including 
geographic 
location)

CRIP • California and the Pacific Flyway (wild birds and mammals)
• The Netherlands
• Avian sampling at the human interface in Alaska
• Swine-human interface, Argentina and Guatemala

BSL2+

Emory-UGA • Live-bird markets in China
• Commercial swine production in the US

JHCEIRS • North Carolina industrial hog operation workers 
• Zambia (human-domestic animal interface)

SJCEIRS • Egypt and Bangladesh, poultry-human interface 
• Live-poultry markets, swine abattoirs
• Colombia, swine-human interface 
• North America, swine-human interface 
• Cambodia, swine-human interface 

Human (including 
geographic 
location)

CRIP • The Netherlands, National Influenza Center
JHCEIRS • Active and passive human influenza specimens and data from the US and 

Taiwan national capital regions surveillance network
• Influenza-positive residual specimens from DoD sample bank
• Human serum bank from influenza-infected and -vaccinated populations 
• Active and passive human influenza specimens and data from the Macha, 

Zambia, surveillance site  
NYICE • Detailed samples from infected and vaccinated subjects, upstate New York, 

Philadelphia, Chicago, and Melbourne, Australia
SJCEIRS • Nicaragua

• US
• Colombia 
• Egypt and Lebanon 
• Hong Kong, China, and Southeast Asia 
• New Zealand

Environmental 
sampling 
(including 
geographic 
location)

CRIP • California and the Pacific Flyway (wild birds and mammals) 
• Northeastern North America and Alaska environmental sample collection 

BSL2+

SJCEIRS • Multiple PIs in North and South America, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia

Environment/ecology assessment
Environmental 
stability of the 
virus

CRIP • Field sampling in Alaska and northeastern North America: testing of 
stability via TCID50 and plaque assay 

SJCEIRS • Expertise available
Virus ecology CRIP • Analysis of avian/non-human mammal host and virus ecology 

• Analysis of spread in wild birds 
• Field sampling and metadata in Alaska, California, and northeastern North 

America 
NYICE • Sequence data clustering analysis to rapidly identify geographical and 

ecological (reassortment) relatedness of emerging viruses
SJCEIRS • Extensive expertise available
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Virus characterization
Genomic 
sequencing 
and analysis: 
rapid genotypic 
characterization 
of the virus and 
of circulating 
virus variants; 
novel molecular 
biology/
polymorphisms

CRIP • Genetic analysis: full-genome sequencing and analysis of polymerase 
mammalian-adaptive mutations

• Full-genome sequencing and analysis 
Emory-UGA • Genetic analysis of transmission and pathogenicity markers

• Meta-viromics sample preparation and sequence data analysis
• Complete microbiome/microvirome laboratory and analytical capabilities
• HA and NA genome sequencing of SIV
• Full-genome sequencing 
• Genotyping of multiple virus clones from a sample to assess diversity of 

gene constellations present

BSL2+
BSL3 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Rapid genotyping via sequencing whole viral genomes 
• Detecting reassortant viruses independent of HA/NA identification 

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Rapid virus identification (molecular fingerprinting) and genetic analysis of 
human virus strains

• HA and whole-virus sequencing
• Functional characterization of antigenic variants in HA, NA, PA, PA-X, and 

NS1 genes
SJCEIRS • At various sites

• Real-time genomic characterization and phylodynamic analysis for avian 
and human influenza viruses

• Extensive experience with influenza genotyping and reassortment analysis

BSL2 to BSL3+

Phylogenetic 
analysis; virus 
evolution

CRIP • Full-virus genome sequencing and analysis 
• Bayesian phylogenetic analysis to date (TMRCA) and identifying origin 

(ancestral state reconstruction) of virus evolution 
Emory-UGA • Full-genome sequencing or virus isolates 

• Phylogenetic analysis of viral sequences
JHCEIRS • Assessing genomic variation (reassortment, mutation rate) and assessing 

prevalence of specific genotypes over time
• Microfluidic platforms for massively parallel viral evolution studies

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Sequence-based mapping and data clustering
SJCEIRS • Rapid genomic sequencing and analysis at multiple center sites

• Genetic analyses of transmission and pathogenicity markers previously 
identified

• Full-genome sequencing; linked sequence and analytical pipeline
• Comparative genomic analysis and molecular epidemiology
• Integrated ecological, epidemiologic, and evolutionary modeling
• Real-time phylodynamic analysis and web-accessible interface 
• Additional phylogenetic analysis at various sites 
• Measuring intra-host genetic diversity under immune and antiviral 

pressure
Pathogenesis CRIP • Evaluation of polymerase activity using minigenome assay, optimized 

minigenome, PCR-minigenome, RT-PCR/primer extension, and host factors
• Pathogenesis in avian species 
• Virulence and pathogenicity in mice and ferrets, polymerase activity, IFN 

antagonist activity, HA stability, HA receptor-binding specificity 
• Pathogenesis in swine

BSL3
BSL3+
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Emory-UGA • HA cleavage by host or bacterial proteases; fusion pH 
• Polymerase activity 
• Genome-wide RNAi, microRNA, miRNA, and inhibitor screens available
• Viral lung titers
• Anti-IFN/IFN antagonist

BSL2+ 
BSL3 

JHCEIRS • Mouse model and assessment of contribution of sex, age, and pregnancy 
to pathogenesis

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Innate immune antagonism, virulence, and pathogenesis regulation by 
viral NS1, PA-X, polymerase genes

SJCEIRS • Pathogenicity analyses in ferrets, mice, chickens, pigs, human ex vivo 
cultures and organoids 

• Analyses of pathogenicity, mice markers including HA receptor-binding 
specificity, HA stability, and polymerase activity 

BSL2
BSL3

Pathogenicity in 
animal models 

CRIP • In vivo ferret, guinea pig, and Syrian hamster
• Pathogenesis in poultry and wild birds 
• Virulence and pathogenicity in mice and ferrets, polymerase activity, IFN 

antagonist activity, HA stability, HA receptor-binding specificity 
• Macaque ex vivo explants

BSL2
BSL3 
BSL3+  
ABSL2+

Emory-UGA • Ferret in vivo pathogenesis model 
• Mouse in vivo pathogenesis model 
• Guinea pig in vivo pathogenesis model 
• Swine in vivo pathogenesis model
• Virus pathogenicity in chickens, mice, pigs, and ferrets
• Virus pathogenicity in NHPs: pandemic H5, H7, and H9 

BSL2+ 
BSL3 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Evaluation of sex, age, and pregnancy using murine influenza infection 
models  

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Mouse pathogenicity and cellular immunity
SJCEIRS • Pathogenicity analyses in ferrets, mice, wild birds, chickens, and pigs BSL2 

BSL3
Transmission in 
animal models 

CRIP • In vivo ferret and Syrian hamster
• In vivo guinea pig environmentally controlled airborne and contact models  
• Transmission in poultry and wild bird species  
• Transmission in swine   

BSL2+
BSL3 

Emory-UGA • Ferret in vivo transmission model  
• Guinea pig in vivo transmission model 
• Swine in vivo transmission model
• Virus transmission in chickens, guinea pigs, and ferrets  

BSL2+
BSL3 
BSL3+

SJCEIRS • Ferret, mouse, wild bird, chicken, and pig  
• Analyses of transmissibility markers, including HA receptor-binding 

specificity, HA stability, and polymerase activity

BSL2
BSL3

Antigenicity CRIP • Antigenic cartography with HI assay of avian isolates with avian sera  
• HI/VN/cartography with Cambridge  
• HI/VN swine influenza cartography
• High-resolution cross-cutting analysis of antigenic cartography data

BSL3

Emory-UGA • Antigenic mapping using generated escape mutant viruses 
• Cross reactivity against different isolates of the same HA subtype by HAI
• HAI, MN, ELISA

BSL2+
BSL3
BSL3+
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JHCEIRS • Serum neutralizing antibody, total serum antiviral IgG, mucosal 
neutralizing antibody, mucosal total antiviral IgA, total antiviral IgM 

• HA-specific antibody responses
• NA-specific antibody responses

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Antigenic mapping using ferret antisera panels, human antisera, and label-
free microarrays 

• Antigenic cartography; predicting immune responses
• Neutralization assays using single-cycle viruses

SJCEIRS • HAI, MN, ELISA, NAI 
Infectivity in 
animal models 
by type of model

CRIP • Ferret in vivo 
• Guinea pig in vivo 
• Syrian hamster in vivo
• Infectivity in poultry and wild bird species 
• Ferret and macaque 
• Ferret, mice, and poultry 
• Infectivity in swine 

BSL2
BSL2+
BSL3 

Emory-UGA • Chickens, ducks, swine, guinea pigs, mice, and ferrets BSL2+  
BSL3
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Mouse models of influenza pathogenesis 
NYICE • Mouse in vivo models of infection and immunity 
SJCEIRS • Ferret, mouse, bird, and pig

• Ferret, mouse, chicken, and pig 
• Wild bird 
• Pig, mouse, and poultry 

BSL2
BSL3

Receptor 
binding, glycan 
binding

CRIP • RBC assays, solid-phase binding assays, surface plasmon resonance, glycan 
arrays, host-receptor assays, and cell-based ELISA assays

BSL2/3 

Emory-UGA • Glycan arrays, ELISA, other solid-phase binding assays BSL2+  
BSL3 
BSL3+

SJCEIRS • Receptor-binding affinity and avidity assays
Antiviral drug 
resistance/ 
sensitivity

CRIP • Guinea pig model
• NA-Star and culture-based assays 

BSL2+
BSL3 

Emory-UGA • Fluorescence-based NAI assay (IC50) 
• Drug resistance screening of all influenza types
• Protease-Glo Assay

BSL2
BSL3

JHCEIRS • A single-cell, microfluidics system for assessing antiviral resistance in a 
virus strain and the potential for fixing antiviral resistance in a particular 
virus strain 

• Biological assays for assessing M2-inhibitor, NA inhibitor, and polymerase 
inhibitor sensitivity

• NA enzymatic activity assays for assessing NA inhibitor sensitivity

BSL2 
BSL3

NYICE • Reporter-expressing viruses 
SJCEIRS • Determination of phenotypic susceptibility of influenza viruses to FDA-

approved NA and PA inhibitors, identification of molecular markers of NA 
and PA inhibitor-resistance by sequence analysis of NA and PA genes 

• Evaluation of susceptibility of influenza viruses to investigational drugs

BSL2
BSL3
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Environmental 
stability of 
emerging/ 
pandemic 
influenza viruses

CRIP • Guinea pig transmission under varied temperature and relative humidity 
conditions 

BSL2+

Emory-UGA • Guinea pig transmission under varied temperature and relative humidity 
conditions

BSL2
BSL3

SJCEIRS • Measurement of residual virus infectivity after exposure to varied 
environmental conditions

Cell biology CRIP • Replication via plaque assay in animal cell lines and in explant tissue 
Emory-UGA • Replication in animal cell lines 

• NA activity 
• Virus-host interactions in human, swine, NHP, and duck cell lines; both 

primary and transformed cell substrates
• Replication TCID50 and plaque assay in primary and transformed human 

cell lines (A-549, Calu-2, MTBE, HEp-2, and more)
• Protease-Glo Assay
• TMPRSS/HAT activity

BSL2+  
BSL3 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Infection of primary and transformed respiratory epithelial cells BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Replication in animal cell lines using virus isolation from acute infection in 
humans 

SJCEIRS • Primary respiratory cells, human airway organoids
Infectivity in 
human cell 
culture 

CRIP • Plaque assay in primary human cells and human cell lines BSL3+
Emory-UGA • Replication TCID50 and plaque assay in primary and transformed human 

cell lines (A-549, Calu-2, MTBE, HEp-2, and more)
• Virus replication in differentiated primary human respiratory cell cultures; 

human cell lines

BSL2+  
BSL3 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Virus replication and isolation in primary differentiated human nasal, 
tracheal, and bronchial epithelial cell cultures 

• Virus replication in human respiratory epithelial cell lines (A549, Calu-3)

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Replication in human cell lines (A-549, Calu-2, MTBE) using virus isolation 
from acute infection in humans 

• Primary human 2D and 3D organoid cell cultures
SJCEIRS • Replication in ex vivo cultures, human airway organoids, or differentiated 

airway epitheliums 
• Stem-cell derived nasal epithelial cells

BSL2
BSL3

Other CRIP • Experimental animal model database for infectivity, pathogenicity, and 
transmission 

SJCEIRS • Replication in ex vivo cultures or differentiated airway epitheliums from 
cattle, swine, ferrets, and mice; includes nasal, tracheobronchial, and 
alveolar 

Host factors
Cell-mediated 
and humoral 
immune 
response to 
infection and 
vaccination

CRIP • In vivo ferret model 
• Ferret, mice, and birds

BSL2
BSL3
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Emory-UGA • Analysis of the magnitude, dynamics, and specificity of human B cell 
responses following infection or vaccination 

• Generation of human monoclonal antibodies derived from peripheral 
blood plasmablasts or memory B cells 

• Assessment of the quality of human memory B cell responses generated 
by vaccine candidates 

• Assessment of human CD4 and CD8 T cell responses following infection or 
vaccination 

• Assessment of innate and cellular immune responses for mice and 
humans; B- and T-cell responses 

BSL2+

JHCEIRS • Isolation and analysis of B cell populations from humans
• Serologic assays to measure IAV-specific IgG and total IgA
• HA and NA specific serological assays
• Isolation and analysis of T, B, and other immune cell populations from 

mice
NYICE • Neutralizing and HAI antibody responses using single-cycle viruses that do 

not require BSL3 containment
• Competent reporter viruses 
• T-cell and B-cell responses to infections and vaccination, antibody 

specificity, antigenic escape, T- and B-cell memory
SJCEIRS • Extensive experience with assays in mice, pigs, and humans 

• Platforms for studying antibody profiles and ADCC responses 
• Impact of obesity on influenza disease and therapeutic responses, 

including newly developed obese ferret model 
• Human longitudinal cohort and household transmission study to assess 

cell-mediated and humoral immune responses to infection and vaccination
Susceptibility 
to infection; 
previous 
exposure or 
cross-reactivity 
with related 
strains

CRIP • In vivo ferret 
• In vivo Syrian hamster
• In vivo ferret, mice, and poultry 
• In vivo swine 

BSL2
BSL3

Emory-UGA • Universal cell lines
• siRNA knock-down/CRISPR-Cas targeted genome editing
• Knockout cell lines

JHCEIRS • Human serum banks from infected and/or vaccinated individuals
• Mouse model infections in the presence of preexisting immunity

BSL2
BSL3

NYICE • Large banking of sera from well-characterized human donors across the 
age spectrum

• Predicted risk, based on immune profiling and computational modeling
SJCEIRS • Wild birds 

• Ferrets and mice 
• Swine
• Calf in vivo model

Host adaptation 
and virus 
reassortment

CRIP • Virus adaptation in avian species 
• Serial virus passage in cells, mice, and ferrets 
• In vitro studies 
• Virus adaptation in swine

BSL3
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Emory-UGA • Evaluation of host adaptive phenotypes in cells derived from various avian 
and mammalian species 

• Potential for reassortment with seasonal human influenza viruses 
• Potential for reassortment of swine influenza viruses
• Impact of reassortment with human seasonal viruses on viral fitness, 

including in guinea pig and ferret models 
• Adaption of animal IAV strains to efficient replication in swine nasal or 

tracheal epithelial cell cultures

BSL2+ 
BSL3

JHCEIRS • Adaption of animal IAV strains to efficient replication in human nasal 
epithelial cell cultures

• Ability to detect reassortment between human influenza strains
NYICE • Numerous approaches
SJCEIRS • Expertise available; reassortment models well established

Other clinical 
studies 

NYICE • Clinical nature of human infections 
SJCEIRS • Nicaragua household transmission studies 

• New Zealand human longitudinal cohort and household transmission 
studies

In vitro human 
immunologic 
studies 

CRIP • Interferon induction and sensitivity using luciferase assay and NDV 
bioassay 

Emory-UGA • Proteome chip, T-cell epitope recognition, ELISA, HI, and MN
• Interferon induction and sensitivity
• HA and NA ADCC assays 

BSL2+
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Analysis of pre-existing human population immunity to influenza virus 
strains via functional assays: serum neutralizing antibody, total serum 
antiviral IgG, mucosal neutralizing antibody, mucosal total antiviral IgA, 
total antiviral IgM 

• HA- and NA-specific antibody responses
NYICE • Extensive experience studying human immune responses to vaccination 

and infection
• Interferon induction and sensitivity using the role of NS and polymerase 

genes in induction of innate immunity 
• Serologic assays (eg, of circulating viruses causing acute infection in 

humans): HI, MN, and ELISA 
• CD4 T-cell assays for virus-specific cells 
• CD8 T-cell assays for virus-specific cells 
• Assays for virus specific B-cell responses to virus or vaccination: ELISpot, 

HA-specific flow cytometry, plasmablast, and memory B cells 
• Assessment of serum and secreted antibodies to HA and NA by genome 

fragment phage display libraries and surface plasmon resonance 
SJCEIRS • B- and T-cell functional assays, T-cell repertoire, genetic profiling, 

HLA profiling, transcriptomics, risk factor analysis based on immune 
parameters 

Behavioral, 
social, 
demographic 
factors in 
infectivity, 
severity of 
disease, 
transmissibility, 
etc.

SJCEIRS • Influenza transmissibility and severity in humans through household 
studies 
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Immunologic 
studies in 
animals 

CRIP • Innate host responses to infection in ferrets using qPCR, RNA-Seq, 
microarray, and flow cytometry

• Comparative innate immune responses of infected ferrets and guinea pigs 
by RNA-Seq 

• Immune response in swine 
Emory-UGA • Innate/adaptive host responses to infection in mice, cotton rats, ferrets, 

and NHPs (in vivo models)
• Serum and mucosal antibody responses in swine
• Evaluation of immune responses and vaccine-induced protection in mice; 

studies in mice and swine include CRISPR-Cas gene editing/knockout

BSL2
BSL3 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Serum neutralizing antibody, total serum antiviral IgG, mucosal 
neutralizing antibody, mucosal total antiviral IgA, total antiviral IgM 

• Innate and adaptive immune cell populations, both total and virus specific
NYICE • Innate host responses to infection, using innate gene expression in a ferret 

in vivo model
• Innate host responses to infection, using an in vivo ferret model 

SJCEIRS • Broad collection of knockout animals (mice, pigs) that can be rapidly 
characterized for novel immune features; characterization of ferret 
immune responses including obese ferrets; responses in pigs, poultry, and 
mice  

Vaccine development
Preclinical 
evaluation of 
vaccine efficacy 
(animal models)

CRIP • Ferret, mouse, and guinea pig
• Immune responses, vaccines in swine and poultry

BSL2
BSL2+
BSL3
BSL3-Ag

Emory-UGA • Mouse, ferret, guinea pigs, and NHPs BSL2+ 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • Evaluation of the role of sex, age, and pregnancy on vaccine efficacy, using 
murine influenza infection models 

SJCEIRS • Ferret and mouse, including obese animals 
• Pig and mouse 
• Chickens in Egypt for poultry vaccines

Clinical 
evaluation of 
vaccine safety 
and efficacy

Emory-UGA • Partner with Emory VTEU
• Partner with the UGA CTRU 

JHCEIRS • Healthcare worker cohorts studying vaccine efficacy (in a population with 
longitudinal data on vaccine histories)

NYICE • Extensive infrastructure for performing clinical trials under GCP and 
laboratory assays under GCP

Evaluation of 
vaccine response

Emory-UGA • Partner with Emory VTEU
• Partner with the UGA CTRU
• Human infectious challenge study capacity

JHCEIRS • Clinical trial capability 
• Human challenge model and inpatient (isolation) facility available
• Healthcare worker cohorts studying vaccine efficacy (in a population with 

longitudinal data vaccine histories)
• Microfluidic platforms for massively parallel, ultra-high throughput viral 

evolutionary studies around single infection events to assess novel vaccine 
candidates
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NYICE • Clinical trial capacity
• Available: human challenge model and inpatient facility
• Human serologic and cell-mediated immunity to vaccines and emerging 

viruses, assessment of pre-existing immunity and immune risk of infection
Universal 
influenza vaccine 
development

CRIP • Multiple strategies BSL3+
Emory-UGA • MiRNA influenza

• VLPs
BSL2+  
BSL3 

JHCEIRS • Novel live attenuated vaccine platforms for generating broadly reactive 
influenza immune responses

NYICE • Study of human cross-reactive cellular and humoral immunity
• Computational prediction of immune responses based on pre-existing 

immunity and immune history of individuals
SJCEIRS • Mucosal delivery of HA-stalk and M2e-focused vaccine using Lactobacillus 

to induce broad cross protection against influenza infections 
High-yield 
vaccine 
production in cell 
culture

CRIP • Available
• Humanized MDCK epithelial cells

BSL2
BSL3
BSL3+

SJCEIRS • Available
Antigenic basis of 
cross-reactivity 
to novel vaccines

CRIP • HA/VN/cartography 
• HA/VN/cartography for swine and swine-human 

Emory-UGA • Available
NYICE • Analysis of antigenic cartography

Influenza therapeutics
Novel targets 
for therapeutic 
intervention

Emory-UGA • Kinome, GPCR, proteome, druggable targets, and validated host genes

Clinical 
evaluation of 
antiviral drug 
efficacy, safety, 
dose effects

JHCEIRS • Infrastructure, clinical experience, and populations to study new influenza 
therapeutics with government and industry collaboration (with large 
populations of influenza-infected patients across a range of disease 
severity)

NYICE • Experience in clinical trials of antiviral therapies
Preclinical 
evaluation of 
drug efficacy

JHCEIRS • Evaluation of the role of sex, age, and pregnancy on treatment efficacy 
using murine influenza infection models

SJCEIRS • Preclinical evaluation of anti-influenza drug efficacy in mouse and ferret 
models 

New methodologies and protocols
Novel animal 
models

CRIP • In vivo imaging system 
• Syrian hamster

SJCEIRS • Available
Novel diagnostic 
testing

Emory-UGA • Existing sample collection protocol for public health emergencies 
• RT-LAMP 
• Enhancing vaccine cell lines/influenza vaccines using CRISPR-Cas editing 

and expression of miRNAs

BSL2
BSL3 
BSL3+

JHCEIRS • MinION Access Program, PCR/microarray novel diagnostic, Oxford 
Nanopore Technologies

SJCEIRS • Standardize RT-PCR assays for detecting emerging influenza viruses 
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Protocols; IRB 
plans

Emory-UGA • Existing sample collection protocol for public health emergencies
JHCEIRS • Emergency IRB, sIRB, and PHERRB

• Clinical protocols and IRB in place for research during infectious disease 
pandemics (including pandemic influenza in US emergency departments)

Other (relevant resources or expertise for pandemic influenza research not listed above)
Research training CRIP • CEIRS training mechanisms 

Emory-UGA • Emergency IRB and eIND submissions
• Outbreak investigations
• High-consequence pathogen response
• Conducting research in biocontainment

JHCEIRS • Emergency IRB and research ethics in public health emergencies
• Outbreak investigations, novel diagnostic validations
• Emerging infections
• Response to HPAI outbreaks
• Influenza clinical care
• Medical response to emerging infectious disease outbreaks and 

pandemics
SJCEIRS • Lab-based training in North and South America, the Middle East, Africa, 

and Asia in surveillance, phylogenetics, molecular biology, reverse 
genetics, next-generation sequencing, and human study design

Abbreviations: ABSL, animal biosafety level; A-549, a human alveolar adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line; ADCC, antibody-dependent, cell-
mediated cytotoxicity; BSL, biosafety level; Calu-2/Calu-3, carcinoma cell lines; CD4, cluster of differentiation 4; CD8, cluster of differentiation 8; 
CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; CRIP, Center for Research on Influenza Pathogenesis; CRISPR-Cas, clustered 
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR-associated (Cas); CTRU, clinical and translational research unit; DoD, 
US Department of Defense; eIND, emergency investigational new drug; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; ELISpot, enzyme-linked 
immunospot; ELLA, enzyme-linked lectin assay; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; GCP, good clinical practice; GPCR, G-protein-coupled 
receptors; HA, hemagglutination or hemagglutinin protein; HAI, hemagglutination inhibition assay; HAT, human airway trypsin-like protease; 
HEp-2, human epithelial type 2 cells; HI, hemagglutination inhibition; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; IAV, influenza A virus; IC50, half maximal 
inhibitory concentration; IFN, interferon; IgA, immunoglobulin A; IgG, immunoglobulin G; IgM, immunoglobulin M; IRB, institutional review 
board; JHCEIRS, Johns Hopkins CEIRS; M2, matrix-2 protein; M2e, influenza virus M2 extracellular domain; MDCK, Madin-Darby canine kidney; 
miRNA, microRNA; MN, microneutralization; MTBE, methyl tert-butyl ether; NA, neuraminidase; NAI, neuraminidase assay inhibition; NDV, 
Newcastle disease virus; NHP, nonhuman primate; NS, nonstructural influenza protein; NS1, nonstructural influenza protein 1; NYICE, New York 
Influenza Center of Excellence; PA, Polymerase acidic protein; PA-X, a novel viral gene product encoded by viral segment 3; PCR, polymerase 
chain reaction; PHERRB, Public Health Emergency Research Review Board; PI, principal investigator; qPCR, quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction; R0, basic reproduction rate; RBC, red blood cell; RNA, ribonucleic acid; RNAi, RNA interference; RNA-Seq, RNA sequencing; RT-LAMP, 
reverse transcription-loop mediated isothermal amplification; RT-PCR, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; sIRB, single IRB policy for 
multi-site research; siRNA, small interfering RNA; SIV, swine influenza virus; SJCEIRS, St. Jude CEIRS; TCID50, tissue culture infectious dose 50%; 
TMPRSS2, transmembrane protease, serine 2; TMRCA, time to most recent common ancestor; UGA, University of Georgia; US, United States; 
USDA, US Department of Agriculture; VLPs, virus-like particles; VN, virus neutralization; VTEU, vaccine and treatment evaluation unit.       
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Chapter 5: Influenza Response Framework 
for the CEIRS Network
Pandemic Alert Phase (Prepandemic) Response
As noted earlier, a pandemic alert phase is triggered when a new influenza subtype is identified as a cause of 
influenza in humans. Once a new virus is recognized, the initial step is to investigate the new virus and conduct 
an initial risk assessment. A pandemic alert phase may escalate into a pandemic situation or may de-escalate 
into an interpandemic situation, depending on whether or not sustained person-to-person transmission of the 
new virus is recognized. The risk status of an emergent virus can change over time, depending on how the new 
virus evolves, adapts, or mutates.

Overarching goals of the CEIRS network during a pandemic alert phase for a novel virus include contributing 
scientific information that can aid in:
• Providing data and participating in the risk assessment for the new virus.
• Understanding the molecular, genetic, and antigenic characteristics of the virus that may affect virulence, 

pathogenicity, transmissibility, and response to medical countermeasures.
• Defining the ecology and epidemiology of the virus in animal and human populations.
• Monitoring changes in geographic dispersion or host range over time.
• Evaluating the effectiveness of existing countermeasures and diagnostics against the new virus in various 

models.

These goals are consistent with the overall mission of the CEIRS network, which is to address gaps in influenza 
knowledge and move the field of influenza research forward. Much of the scientific research necessary 
during a pandemic alert phase can be folded into the ongoing routine operations of the CEIRS network, with 
modification of existing research priorities as needed to accommodate research into the new virus. In such 
situations, implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan may not be necessary, depending on the 
likelihood of the virus to cause a pandemic (see Chapter 6 for more details about plan implementation). 

Pandemic Response Framework
Overarching goals for the CEIRS network during a pandemic response phase are:
1. Provide technical and infrastructure resources to support the USG and global efforts put in place by 

international organizations to respond to the pandemic.
2. Provide scientific information to support the rapid development of effective medical countermeasures (eg, 

diagnostics, therapeutics, vaccines) to mitigate the impact of the influenza pandemic.
3. Provide scientific information to aid in understanding the pandemic virus and assessing the potential 

severity of the pandemic. 
4. Provide scientific information to aid in understanding and limiting transmission of the pandemic virus.

Goal 1 is a vital response element of CEIRS that draws on the technical resources and production capabilities 
of the network that are essential to allowing further assessment of the new virus. Goal 2 is consistent with the 
primary priority of the USG in mitigating the effects of an influenza pandemic through rapid development of 
specific medical countermeasures. Goals 3 and 4 are critical in providing information regarding disease severity 
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and viral transmissibility for the CDC’s PSAF (addressed in Chapter 1), which is essential for assessing the 
potential impact of the pandemic and guiding public health decision-making. 

According to the federal agency roles and responsibilities outlined in the HHS Pandemic Influenza Plan (HHS 
2005), the NIH directs the following broad activities during an influenza pandemic:
• Develop improved drugs against influenza. 
• Support basic research, including structure/function studies of influenza virus proteins, with the goal of 

identifying new therapeutic targets. 
• Develop and clinically evaluate novel influenza vaccines and vaccination strategies (eg, adjuvants, delivery 

systems).
• Develop sensitive, specific, and rapid diagnostic tests for influenza. 
• Evaluate the immune response to infection and vaccination.
• Determine the molecular basis of virulence in humans and animals.
• Evaluate the molecular and/or environmental factors that influence the transmission of influenza viruses, 

including drug-resistant strains.
• Study the evolution and emergence of influenza viruses, including the identification of factors that affect 

influenza host range and virulence. 
• Support virologic and serologic surveillance studies of the distribution in animals of influenza viruses with 

pandemic potential. 
• Maintain close communication with drug and vaccine manufacturers. 
• Prepare reference strains appropriate for vaccine manufacturing. 

The response goals for the CEIRS network can be aligned with the above NIH tasks into a research framework 
(Table 7) that accomplishes the following: (1) outlines how the overarching response goals for the CEIRS 
network correspond to the high-level NIH pandemic responsibilities, (2) clarifies the critical research questions 
that the CEIRS network can help answer for each of the NIH responsibilities, (3) identifies research activities 
that correspond to the research questions, and (4) provides a prioritization scheme for allocating resources 
to the research activities (based on impact and time sensitivity, which are subject to specific situational 
conditions). Many of the NIH tasks outlined above relate directly to the work of the centers, while some tasks 
may be more appropriate for entities other than the CEIRS network. In such instances, the CEIRS network may 
not be involved or may play a more peripheral role.  

The prioritization scheme in Table 7 categorizes each activity as high or medium priority and as readily feasible 
(ie, the activity can be completed in a timely fashion and will not require additional resources) or not readily 
feasible (ie, the activity will take longer, will require additional resources, or may not be feasible). While this 
scheme is intended to be useful in determining the research priorities during a pandemic or prepandemic 
situation, the actual research priorities will need to be determined at the time based on a number of factors 
related to the situational assessment, such as how much information is available regarding the genomic and 
functional characteristics of the virus and the epidemiologic features of the associated infection (eg, global 
distribution, disease occurrence in human and animals, disease severity).

The research questions and activities outlined in the framework below are intended to encompass the primary 
potential areas of response that are applicable to the CEIRS network; however, a key feature of the network 
is its ability to remain flexible and adaptable to meet the needs of its scientific mission. This framework is 
intended to serve as a guide for setting priorities, with the caveat that the centers may be asked to (or may 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/pdf/hhspandemicinfluenzaplan.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/pdf/hhspandemicinfluenzaplan.pdf
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request to) engage in other research activities or to collaborate with non-CEIRS research groups, as needed, 
depending on the situation. Regardless, any research activities need to be consistent with the CEIRS role and 
CEIRS contractual agreements. 

Table 7. CEIRS Network Influenza Response Research Framework, 2018
NIH Roles and 
Responsibilities 
for Pandemic 
Response* 

Research Questions Applicable 
to the CEIRS Network for an 
Influenza Response

Primary Potential Research Activities for the 
CEIRS Network that Apply to the Research 
Questions

Goal 1: Provide technical and infrastructure resources to support USG and global efforts from international 
organizations to respond to the pandemic.§
Prepare reference 
strains appropriate 
for vaccine 
manufacturing.

[Not applicable.] • Generate, amplify, and disseminate prototype virus stocks, 
including stocks of vaccine candidate viruses. (HP, RF)

• Generate panels of relevant virus clones. (MP, RF)
• Generate mouse-adapted viral strains. (MP, RF)
• Clone gene segments into reverse genetics vectors and 

protein expression plasmids. (MP, RF)
• Create other key reagents (eg, monoclonal antibodies, 

assays, antisera, viral antigens, recombinant plasmids, 
proteins, peptides). (HP, RF)

Goal 2: Provide scientific information to support the rapid development and use of medical countermeasures (eg, 
diagnostics, therapeutics, vaccines) to mitigate the impact of an influenza pandemic.§
Develop improved 
drugs against 
influenza.

• Are investigational drugs safe and 
effective against the pandemic virus?

• Is the pandemic virus sensitive to 
existing antiviral agents?

• If the pandemic virus is sensitive to 
existing agents, is it likely to develop 
resistance to antiviral agents over time?

• Conduct preclinical evaluation of investigational drugs in 
animal models. (MP, RF)

• Determine antiviral susceptibility of pandemic strains to 
FDA-approved and investigational drugs, using sequence 
and functional analyses. (HP, RF)

• Assess acquisition of antiviral resistance for pandemic 
strains over time. (MP, RF)

Evaluate the 
immune response 
to infection and 
vaccination.

• What is the innate immune response 
to the pandemic virus in animals and 
humans?

• What are the cell-mediated and humoral 
immune responses to the pandemic 
virus in animals and humans?

• What is the baseline level of pre-existing 
immunity to the pandemic virus in 
humans in different geographic areas 
and in different age-groups?

• Do current influenza vaccines (including 
stockpiled vaccines) protect against 
infection with the pandemic virus?

• How does the immune response 
generated by the current seasonal 
vaccine relate to the pandemic strain?

• What are the immunologic responses 
to candidate vaccines in animals and 
humans?

• Analyze innate and adaptive immune responses to the 
pandemic virus in animal models and in humans. (MP, RF)

• Assess baseline levels of pre-existing immunity to the 
pandemic virus in humans using different markers. (HP, RF)

• Determine efficacy of current vaccines (including stockpiled 
vaccines) against the pandemic virus. (HP, NRF)

• Identify cross-reactive antibodies and assess cross-reactive 
immune responses to the pandemic virus. (MP, NRF)

• Determine the immunologic responses to candidate 
vaccines in animals and humans. (HP, RF [although 
somewhat time-consuming])
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Develop and 
clinically evaluate 
novel influenza 
vaccines and 
vaccination 
strategies (eg, 
adjuvants, delivery 
systems).

• What are the growth and cytopathic 
effects of the pandemic virus in various 
cell lines and in eggs (for vaccine 
production)?

• What are the efficacies of candidate 
vaccines in pre-clinical models?

• What are the safety, efficacy, and 
immunogenicity parameters of 
candidate vaccines in different human 
populations? 

• What is the effect of prior exposure to 
seasonal viruses and seasonal vaccines 
on the efficacy of a pandemic vaccine?

• Determine and improve the growth and cytopathic 
characteristics of the pandemic virus in cell lines and eggs. 
(HP, RF)

• Evaluate vaccine candidates. (HP, RF)
• Assess efficacy of candidate vaccines in preclinical animal 

models. (HP, NRF)
• Assess immunogenicity, efficacy, and safety of candidate 

vaccines in different human populations. (MP, NRF)
• Determine the effect of prior exposure to seasonal viruses 

and seasonal vaccines on efficacy of pandemic candidate 
vaccines. (MP, NRF)

Develop sensitive, 
specific, and rapid 
diagnostic tests for 
influenza.

• What point-of-care diagnostic tests are 
the most sensitive and specific for rapid 
diagnosis of pandemic influenza?

• Evaluate point-of-care diagnostic tests to enhance the use 
of antivirals. (MP, RF)

• Collect clinical specimens for future evaluation of diagnostic 
tests. (MP, RF)

Goal 3: Provide scientific information to aid in understanding the pandemic virus and assessing the potential severity of 
an influenza pandemic caused by the new virus.§
Determine the 
molecular basis of 
virulence in humans 
and animals. 

• What are the determinants of virulence 
for the pandemic virus?

• What is the pathogenicity of the 
pandemic virus in humans and animals?

• Does the pandemic virus have distinct 
phenotypic variants that are associated 
with virulence or pathogenicity?

• Are there virologic or host factors that 
predict disease severity?

• What are the changes in the pandemic 
virus over time, and do these changes 
affect disease severity?

• Assess molecular signatures/markers that influence 
virulence of the pandemic virus. (HP, RF)

• Determine pathogenicity of the pandemic virus in animal 
species (eg, wild birds, poultry, ferrets, mice, macaques, 
swine, guinea pigs). (HP, RF)

• Determine cytopathic effects in primary cell lines (eg, NHBE, 
HTBE, MDCK cells). (HP, RF)

• Assess receptor binding specificity, cleavage, and 
membrane fusion properties of the pandemic virus. (HP, RF)

• Determine neuraminidase and polymerase activity of the 
pandemic virus. (HP, RF)

• Perform phenotypic characterization of the pandemic virus 
in various animal models. (HP, RF)

• Look for virologic and host factors that are markers or 
predictors of disease severity. (HP, NRF) 

• Assess impact on virulence from mutations, reassortment 
with other avian influenza viruses, or changes in host 
tropism. (HP, NRF)

Support basic 
research, including 
structure/function 
studies of influenza 
virus proteins 
with the goal of 
identifying new 
therapeutic targets.

• What are the genetic characteristics of 
the pandemic virus?

• What are the antigenic characteristics of 
the pandemic virus?

• Perform rapid genomic sequencing and full-genotypic 
characterization of the pandemic virus. (HP, RF)

• Perform genotyping of variant viruses. (MP, RF)
• Perform antigenic cartography of pandemic strains. (MP, RF)
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Goal 4: Provide scientific information to aid in understanding and limiting transmission of the pandemic virus.§
Evaluate the 
molecular and/
or environmental 
factors that 
influence the 
transmission of 
influenza viruses, 
including drug-
resistant strains.

• How transmissible is the pandemic virus 
in animal models?

• How well does the virus transmit to 
different animal hosts? 

• How transmissible is the pandemic virus 
in humans?

• What are the features of the virus that 
make it transmissible between humans?

• What are the host determinants of 
transmission?

• What are the primary routes of 
transmission?

• What is the transmissibility of pandemic 
strains with drug-resistant mutations?

• How effective would various 
intervention strategies be in controlling 
transmission?

• Determine infectivity/transmissibility of the pandemic virus 
in different animal models, taking into consideration the 
limitations of extrapolating animal data to humans. (HP, RF)

• Determine transmission phenotypes of the virus and virus 
variants in animal models. (HP, RF)

• Determine viral tropism and replication in animal cell lines. 
(MP, RF)

• Determine viral tropism and replication in human nasal and 
tracheal epithelial cells. (MP, RF)

• Determine host factors involved in viral replication and 
release. (MP, NRF)

• Conduct epidemiologic studies to determine transmission 
dynamics in humans. (HP, NRF)

• Conduct modeling to determine transmission patterns in 
humans. (MP, RF) 

• Determine transmissibility of antiviral-resistant strains. (MP, 
NRF)

• Use computational modeling studies to predict the 
potential effectiveness of alternative control strategies (eg, 
school closures, other social distancing measures, travel 
restrictions). (HP, NRF)

Study the evolution 
and emergence of 
influenza viruses, 
including the 
identification of 
factors that affect 
influenza host-range 
and virulence.

• What is the likely origin (species, 
geographic location) of the virus?

• What is the relatedness of the pandemic 
virus to seasonal influenza viruses?

• What is the potential for reassortment 
of the pandemic virus with seasonal 
viruses? 

• What are the rates of infection in various 
animal species?

• What are the rates of infection in 
various human populations in different 
geographic areas?

• Which human populations are at 
highest risk of increased morbidity and 
mortality?

• What are the predictions for global 
or regional disease spread based on 
epidemic models and simulations?

• What are the predictions for disease 
spread among high-risk populations and 
healthcare providers based on epidemic 
models?

• Does the acquisition of antiviral 
resistance affect viral fitness?

• Conduct phylogenetic analysis of the pandemic virus to 
elucidate virus origin and evolution. (MP, RF)

• Determine relatedness of the pandemic virus to current 
seasonal vaccine viruses. (HP, RF)

• Determine potential for reassortment of the pandemic virus 
with contemporary human seasonal viruses. (MP, NRF)

• Assess virus adaptation in various hosts. (MP, NRF)
• Conduct epidemiologic studies to determine disease 

burden in different populations, geographic spread, and 
disease severity. (HP, RF)

• Conduct computational modeling of the pandemic virus to 
determine emergence and spread over time and predict 
impact. (MP, RF)

Support virologic 
and serologic 
surveillance studies 
in animals of the 
distribution of 
influenza viruses 
with pandemic 
potential.

• What are the rates of infection in animal 
species of interest?

• What are the rates of infection in 
humans at the human-animal interface?

• What is the viral ecology and 
environmental stability of the pandemic 
virus?

• Conduct surveillance studies in animal populations of 
interest (eg, wild birds, poultry, swine [domestic and wild]). 
(MP, RF)

• Conduct surveillance of animal-to-human transmission. (HP, 
RF)

• Conduct environmental and ecological assessments of the 
pandemic virus. (MP, RF)

• Assess environmental stability of pandemic strains. (MP, RF)
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Definitions:
HP: Highest priority; MP: medium priority. 

• HP: Provides critical scientific information or a critical service for the USG response to either an influenza pandemic or a prepandemic 
situation AND the information/service is urgently needed. 

• MP: Provides critical scientific information that will be useful for pandemic/prepandemic response BUT the information is not urgently 
needed.

RF: Readily feasible: NRF: Not readily feasible or feasibility may not be clear. 
• RF: The activity can be completed in a timely fashion and will not require additional resources. 
• NRF: The activity will take longer, will require additional resources, or may not be feasible. 

Other abbreviations: FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; HTBE, human tracheobronchial epithelial cells; MDCK, Madin-Darby canine kidney 
epithelial cells; NHBE, normal human bronchial epithelial cells.

*According to the HHS Pandemic Influenza Plan (HHS 2005), the NIH directs these broad activities during an influenza pandemic. Some of these 
activities are central to the mission of the CEIRS network, while other activities are more peripheral to CEIRS, and CEIRS investigators may have a 
less substantial role (or a smaller supporting role) than other entities. Any activities that CEIRS centers engage in will need to be consistent with the 
contractual agreements between the CEIRS centers and NIAID.
§These goals are specifically intended for response to an influenza pandemic, but are also applicable to emergence of a novel influenza strain with 
pandemic potential.

While Table 7 demonstrates the conceptual approach for the research framework, Table 8 below provides an 
easy mechanism for identifying the highest priority response activities for the CEIRS network. 

Table 8. Summary of CEIRS Primary Research Activities by Level of Priority and 
Feasibility
Highest priority and readily feasible
• Generate, amplify, and disseminate prototype virus stocks, including stocks of vaccine candidate viruses. 
• Create other key reagents (eg, monoclonal antibodies, assays, antisera, viral antigens, recombinant plasmids, proteins, and 

peptides). 
• Determine antiviral susceptibility of pandemic strains to FDA-approved and investigational drugs, using sequence and 

functional analyses. 
• Assess baseline levels of pre-existing immunity to the pandemic virus in humans using different markers.
• Determine the immunologic responses to candidate vaccines in animals and humans [although somewhat time-consuming].
• Determine and improve the growth and cytopathic characteristics of the pandemic virus in cell lines and eggs.
• Evaluate vaccine candidates.
• Assess molecular signatures/markers that influence virulence of the pandemic virus. 
• Determine pathogenicity of the pandemic virus in animal species (eg, wild birds, poultry, ferrets, mice, macaques, swine, 

guinea pigs). 
• Determine cytopathic effects in primary cell lines (eg, NHBE, HTBE, MDCK cells). 
• Assess receptor binding specificity, cleavage, and membrane fusion properties of the pandemic virus. 
• Determine neuraminidase and polymerase activity of the pandemic virus.
• Determine infectivity/transmissibility of the pandemic virus in different animal models, taking into consideration the 

limitations of extrapolating animal data to humans. 
• Determine transmission phenotypes of the virus and virus variants in animal models. 
• Determine relatedness of the pandemic virus to current seasonal vaccine viruses. 
• Conduct epidemiologic studies to determine disease burden in different populations, geographic spread, and disease severity.
• Conduct surveillance of animal-to-human transmission. 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/pdf/hhspandemicinfluenzaplan.pdf
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Highest priority but not readily feasible
• Determine efficacy of current vaccines (including stockpiled vaccines) against the pandemic virus. 
• Assess efficacy of candidate vaccines in preclinical animal models.
• Look for virologic and host factors that are markers or predictors of disease severity.
• Assess impact on virulence from mutations, reassortment with other avian influenza viruses, or changes in host tropism.
• Conduct epidemiologic studies to determine transmission dynamics in humans.
• Use computational modeling studies to predict the potential effectiveness of alternative control strategies (eg, school closures, 

other social distancing measures, travel restrictions).

Medium priority and readily feasible
• Generate panels of relevant virus clones.
• Generate mouse-adapted viral strains.
• Clone gene segments into reverse genetics vectors and protein expression plasmids.
• Conduct preclinical evaluation of investigational drugs in animal models.
• Assess acquisition of antiviral resistance for pandemic strains over time.
• Analyze innate and adaptive immune responses to the pandemic virus in animal models and in humans.
• Evaluate point-of-care diagnostic tests to enhance the use of antivirals.
• Collect clinical specimens for future evaluation of diagnostic tests.
• Perform genotyping of variant viruses.
• Perform antigenic cartography of pandemic strains.
• Determine viral tropism and replication in animal cell lines.
• Determine viral tropism and replication in human nasal and tracheal epithelial cells.
• Conduct modeling to determine transmission patterns in humans.
• Conduct phylogenetic analysis of the pandemic virus to elucidate virus origin and evolution.
• Conduct computational modeling of the pandemic virus to determine emergence and spread over time and predict impact.
• Conduct surveillance studies in animal populations of interest (eg, wild birds, poultry, swine [domestic and wild]).
• Conduct environmental and ecological assessments of the pandemic virus.
• Assess environmental stability of pandemic strains.

Medium priority but not readily feasible
• Identify cross-reactive antibodies and assess cross-reactive immune responses to the pandemic virus.
• Assess immunogenicity, efficacy, and safety of candidate vaccines in different human populations.
• Determine the effect of prior exposure to seasonal viruses and seasonal vaccines on efficacy of pandemic candidate vaccines.
• Determine host factors involved in viral replication and release.
• Determine transmissibility of antiviral-resistant strains.
• Determine potential for reassortment of the pandemic virus with contemporary human seasonal viruses.
• Assess virus adaptation in various hosts.
Definitions:
• Highest priority: Provides critical scientific information or a critical service for the USG response to either an influenza pandemic or a 

prepandemic situation AND the information/service is urgently needed. 
• Medium priority: Provides critical scientific information that will be useful for pandemic/prepandemic response BUT the information is not 

urgently needed.
• Readily feasible: The activity can be completed in a timely fashion and will not require additional resources. 
• Not readily feasible: The activity will take longer, will require additional resources, or may not be feasible.

Abbreviations: FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; HTBE, human tracheobronchial epithelial cells; MDCK, Madin-Darby canine kidney 
epithelial cells; NHBE, normal human bronchial epithelial cells.
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Chapter 6: Concept of Operations for the 
CEIRS Influenza Response 
This chapter provides an overarching concept of operations for a CEIRS influenza response, either to a novel 
virus with pandemic potential or to an actual pandemic situation. Because the next important influenza threat 
cannot be predicted and may involve a broad range of variables, the CEIRS program officer (also referred to 
as the CEIRS Director of Operations) will need to review the details provided in this operational approach and 
determine how best to implement the operational priorities, potentially with input from NIAID leadership, 
taking into consideration the degree of the threat and the existing resources available for response. 

This model uses principles outlined in the Incident Command System (ICS), which is intended primarily to 
improve effectiveness of an emergency response and to support shared responsibility of those involved. The 
ICS approach is used by many government agencies (local, state, and federal) in the US because it has been 
shown to be an efficient way to plan, carry out, monitor, and record response activities. 

While this model uses ICS principles, this plan does not imply that NIAID will implement a full ICS structure 
for CEIRS with associated lines of command and authority, as is done within CDC and ASPR (both part of HHS) 
during an emergency response involving federal agencies. Furthermore, using this approach does not conflict 
with responsibilities of other agencies involved in Emergency Support Function (ESF) #8 (Public Health and 
Medical Service Annex of the National Response Framework). Rather, this model simply uses ICS principles to 
promote coordination within CEIRS.

The model indicates that the CEIRS Director of Operations is responsible for coordinating the CEIRS response 
and that, as the project officer for CEIRS, is also responsible for ensuring that activities to be conducted by 
CEIRS investigators during a response are appropriately approved by NIAID and lie within the contractual 
boundaries established by NIAID for each center. Additionally, successful implementation of a CEIRS research 
response requires input and support from CEIRS researchers, who can draw on their extensive expertise to 
determine how their work can best address the research priorities. This operational approach, therefore, relies 
on a collaborative model between NIAID personnel, CEIRS center directors, and investigators within each of the 
CEIRS centers, while continuing to align with the federally approved activities for CEIRS. 

Operational Priorities
• Implement a response structure appropriate to the situation (no plan implementation, partial plan 

implementation, or complete implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan).
• Determine situationally specific research priorities (based on the research framework outlined in Chapter 

5), as appropriate for the CEIRS network according to existing contractual agreements.
• Identify initial research activities to be conducted by each center (and across centers as needed). 
• Outline a timeframe for completing the initial research activities.
• Ensure coordination across the centers. 
• Track and assess progress in meeting timelines during the course of the response. 
• Ensure adequate information sharing to promote completion of strategic priorities. 
• Ensure rapid access to viral samples, appropriate reagents, and other supplies and materials as needed.
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Applying an ICS Structure and Principles to the CEIRS Influenza 
Response
Basic ICS Structure for CEIRS Influenza Response

Figure 3. Basic Structure for an ICS Type of Response for CEIRS

The basic structure for using ICS principles in the CEIRS influenza response is shown in Figure 3. This ICS-type 
structure can be implemented during an influenza pandemic or prepandemic incident, as needed. The ICS-
type structure will be used to coordinate the response and to maximize the scientific capabilities of the CEIRS 
network. Information specific to the CEIRS network is provided below; more information about standard ICS 
terms and principles is provided in Appendix A.  

Methodological Considerations for a CEIRS ICS Structure
The CEIRS response structure will reflect standard ICS principles; however, the ICS functions will be modified 
because the CEIRS network is responsible for a scientific mission rather than a traditional public safety mission. 
Furthermore, a standard ICS approach often involves a “boots on the ground” response, which is not the 
case for CEIRS, so a number of the features identified in a standard ICS model are not necessary for a CEIRS 
influenza response. Key points regarding the CEIRS ICS-type structure include the following:
• The two major operational objectives for the CEIRS network during an influenza pandemic or prepandemic 

response include: (1) rapid provision of technical expertise, resources, and reagents (eg, viral isolates, 
antisera, antibodies, recombinant rescue plasmids, proteins, peptides) as needed to support the overall 
USG and international pandemic or prepandemic response and (2) initiation, implementation, and 
completion of time-sensitive scientific research projects.

• All key leadership functions in the ICS-type model will be carried out by existing NIAID personnel; one 
person may assume multiple or all functions, depending on staffing resources and requirements.

• The CEIRS Director of Operations will serve as the overall leader for the response and will facilitate 
coordination of the response activities outlined in the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan and in the ICS-
type model below.
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• The CEIRS Director of Operations will not necessarily have any direct-line authority over other NIAID
personnel involved in the response structure. This model assumes a collaborative relationship
whereby pre-existing lines of authority within NIAID remain intact, but personnel will work across the
existing organizational structure to achieve the primary functions of the response model.

• The CEIRS Director of Operations will work under the authority of NIAID leadership and will
communicate closely with the leadership, according to the pre-existing chain of command.

• CEIRS network investigators are the “responders” in this model and are included under the “operations”
function.

• CEIRS researchers will play an important role in determining the research projects to be conducted across
the CEIRS network as part of the response by providing technical input to the CEIRS Director of Operations.

• The CEIRS ICS-type structure will include the five major functions of a traditional ICS model (command/
leadership, operations, planning, logistics, and finance/administration); however, these will be tailored to
meet the unique features of a scientific response, will  take into consideration NIAID staffing availability,
and will align with the federal expectations of CEIRS as a research program within NIAID. For example, for
a CEIRS response, one person may be responsible for several functions, such as combining planning and
operations or combining planning, operations, and logistics.

• NIAID personnel who are assigned to lead the five major ICS functions will compose the CEIRS Influenza
Response Leadership Team for the duration of the response.

• A traditional ICS model defines the overall strategy and tactics for response. The CEIRS ICS-type model
is unique in that the major strategy for response involves identification of the situationally dependent
research priorities for the CEIRS network. The tactics for response are the individual scientific projects that
need to be completed by the CEIRS centers to accomplish the key elements of the strategy (ie, achieve the
research priorities and fulfill the scientific mission).

Leadership Function (CEIRS Director of Operations)
The CEIRS Director of Operations (within RDB, DMID, NIAID, NIH, HHS) will be responsible for providing 
overall coordination of the response. In a traditional ICS model, this person is referred to as the “Incident 
Commander.” The Director of Operations will provide leadership for the CEIRS influenza response, approve 
research activities to be conducted by the CEIRS centers during the response (in accordance with existing or 
new contractual agreements), and recommend resource allocations to support research activities. This person 
is also likely to be the Contracting Officer’s Representative for the CEIRS contracts.

Primary responsibilities for the CEIRS Director of Operations: 
• Assess any new pandemic or prepandemic alerts and decide whether or not to implement the CEIRS

Influenza Response Plan and to what degree (partial or full implementation), depending on the risk
assessment for the novel virus of concern.

• Establish and maintain an ICS-type of organizational structure for the CEIRS response and identify who will
be responsible for the roles outlined in the CEIRS organizational model, which will depend on available
staffing resources within NIAID. (As noted above, these persons will compose the CEIRS Influenza Response
Leadership Team.)

• Serve as the Liaison Officer for coordinating within the NIH and with external government agencies, such
as the CDC, US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), US Department of Agriculture (USDA), and others, as
appropriate and as needed.

• Convene the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, brief them on the situation, and review the initial
response activities to be undertaken.

• Coordinate ongoing activities of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team.
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• Convene an initial meeting of the Pandemic Response Advisory Committee (PRAC) to identify the
research priorities applicable to the situation (see below). The research priorities outlined in the response
framework in Chapter 5, Table 7 will serve as a guide for this process, although the priorities will need to
consider the unique features of the situation.

• Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine the duration of
the first and subsequent operational periods for the CEIRS response and to identify specific benchmarks to
be accomplished by the CEIRS centers during each operational period.

• Communicate the research priorities to the CEIRS centers.
• Request that each CEIRS center develop a set of center-specific research projects that align with the

research priorities, along with an estimated timeline for initiating and completing each project.
• Review and recommend approval of the research projects proposed by each center and ensure that they

are consistent with the agreed-upon research priorities and contractual agreements.
• Ensure that incident action plans are developed for each operational period as necessary and approve the

plans.
• Meet regularly with the PRAC and CEIRS investigators (via conference calls) to obtain ongoing situational

awareness of research activities and other pertinent information.
• Recommend requests for additional resources (eg, supplies, staff, supplemental financial support to CEIRS

centers) to NIAID leadership and the NIAID Contracting Officer.
• Be responsible for continuity of operations for NIAID staff assigned to CEIRS during the pandemic or

prepandemic situation.
• Review and approve situation reports that document CEIRS response activities.
• Review and approve all other documents related to the CEIRS response that are distributed to internal and

external audiences.
• Determine when to deactivate the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan and initiate demobilization activities.
• Ensure that a final after-action report is completed expediently after demobilization is complete. Review

and approve the final after-action report.

In a traditional ICS model, the Incident Commander has several support staff that comprise the command 
element; these include a Liaison Officer, a Safety Officer, and a Public Relations Officer. Comments pertaining to 
these additional positions are as follows:
• Liaison Officer: The CEIRS Director of Operations will fill the position of the Liaison Officer and will serve as

the primary point of contact with other NIAID staff and outside agencies on behalf of the CEIRS network, as
appropriate.

• Safety Officer: Within CEIRS, safety issues are relegated to the individual centers rather than being
managed centrally within the NIH; therefore, a safety officer is not included in this model.

• Public Relations Officer: A staff person from the NIAID Office of Communications will work with the CEIRS
Director of Operations to communicate any key information to the public on behalf of the CEIRS network,
as needed.

CEIRS Pandemic Response Advisory Committee (PRAC) 
During the CEIRS influenza response planning process, planners convened the PPAC (Pandemic Planning 
Advisory Committee); this is an ongoing group responsible for advising the CEIRS leadership on pandemic and 
prepandemic planning issues. If the response plan is implemented, the PPAC will transition into the PRAC. The 
PRAC, similar to the PPAC, will be comprised of CEIRS center directors or their designees; each CEIRS center will 
have at least one representative on the PRAC. The PRAC will aid in decision-making to maximize the research 
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accomplishments of the CEIRS network during an influenza pandemic or pandemic alert incident. Once the 
incident has been demobilized, the PRAC will again revert to the PPAC. 

The CEIRS Director of Operations will convene the PRAC soon after the response plan is implemented. Other 
members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team also will participate in the initial PRAC meeting. 
PRAC meetings will be ongoing for the duration of the incident response, with their frequency determined by 
the CEIRS Director of Operations, and they will be organized around the need to share information or around 
the operational periods for response. 

Primary responsibilities of PRAC members:
• Participate in the first meeting of the PRAC and obtain a briefing of the situation.
• Review the research priorities outlined in Chapter 5, Table 7 of this plan and advise the CEIRS Director of

Operations on which research priorities are most appropriate to the specific situation.
• Serve as a resource to the CEIRS Director of Operations as the research priorities are finalized by NIAID.
• Meet regularly throughout the course of the incident to:

• Provide input into policy decisions as appropriate.
• Identify any barriers or challenges to the timely completion of research projects.
• Identify other needs CEIRS investigators may have to complete their research projects as quickly as

possible.
• Serve as a forum to help resolve any issues or conflicts.
• Provide an important mechanism for ongoing information sharing and other communications.
• Provide input into future incident action plans as the operational periods unfold.

• Provide information for the after-action report, as requested.

Operations Function 
The primary operational function for the CEIRS response is to ensure that the necessary research is initiated 
and completed according to defined timelines. The person responsible for operations will work closely with 
the PRAC and the CEIRS Director of Operations in identifying the most appropriate research objectives and 
priorities for the CEIRS response. The CEIRS centers will fall under the operations function, and each center will 
develop and share a brief operational plan, once they have identified their incident-specific research projects. 

Primary responsibilities for the operations lead:
• Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response

Leadership Team, obtain a briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be
undertaken.

• Participate in the initial PRAC meeting and provide input into discussions regarding the initial research
priorities.

• Participate in all PRAC meetings.
• Work with the PRAC to identify research priorities and objectives for the CEIRS response on an ongoing

basis, as the situation evolves.
• Collect research projects proposed by CEIRS investigators, as identified in the center-specific operational

plans.
• Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine the duration of

the first and subsequent operational periods for the CEIRS response and to identify specific benchmarks to
be accomplished by the CEIRS centers during each operational period.
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• Identify resource needs for CEIRS centers to enable them to complete their research projects and identify
barriers to their ability to initiate or complete the work.

• Work with logistics personnel to ensure resource availability and address barriers as needed.
• Provide input into the initial incident action plan, which will be prepared by planning personnel.
• As necessary, facilitate (along with planning personnel as noted below) communication and collaboration

among CEIRS investigators, between CEIRS researchers and non-CEIRS US researchers, and between CEIRS
investigators and non-US researchers.

• Monitor and track the research response activities of each CEIRS center during the response.
• Monitor and track continuity of operations within each of the CEIRS centers during a pandemic.
• Provide information for the after-action report, as requested.

Planning Function 
Personnel involved in the planning function will be responsible for developing the initial incident action plan 
and any subsequent plans to be used to guide and benchmark the work of the CEIRS centers during the 
response. Planning also involves collecting, processing, and organizing ongoing information about the outbreak 
and about CEIRS-specific activities. This information will periodically be organized into brief situation reports 
at the end of each operational period for dissemination within NIAID and the CEIRS network. Finally, planning 
personnel will be responsible for documenting response activities and creating or overseeing the creation of a 
final after-action report, once the response plan is deactivated and the incident is over. 

Primary responsibilities for the planning lead:
• Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response

Leadership Team, obtain a briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be
undertaken.

• Participate in the initial PRAC meeting and provide input into decisions regarding the initial research
priorities.

• Participate in all PRAC meetings.
• Provide situational updates about the pandemic or prepandemic incident to the CEIRS Director of

Operations, the PRAC, and other CEIRS personnel.
• Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine the duration of

the first and subsequent operational periods for the CEIRS response and to identify specific benchmarks to
be accomplished by the CEIRS centers during each operational period.

• Prepare an initial incident action plan, in coordination with the operations lead and other members of the
CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, which accomplishes the following:

• Outlines the incident-specific research priorities as identified by the PRAC and subsequently approved
by NIAID senior officials.

• Defines the initial operational period. (Note: In a typical emergency response, operational periods are
established immediately and usually run for 12 to 24 hours each. For the CEIRS response, the initial
operational period should focus on the first steps for conducting the incident-specific research and
will likely last several weeks. The initial operational period should allow time to show progress, but
not be extended too long, in order to track progress in line with the urgency of the situation.)

• Identifies benchmarks and activities to be accomplished by each of the CEIRS centers during the initial
operational period.

• Prepare subsequent incident action plans as necessary for later operational periods. For example, once
the initial operational period is ending, progress should be noted and a new timeline developed that
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establishes a second set of activities that the centers should continue to work on (or extends milestones 
that were not successfully completed during the first operational period). This cycle of operational periods 
and development of updated incident action plans can be repeated as necessary. 

• Develop situation reports at the end of each operational period that: (1) provide situational updates
about the pandemic or prepandemic incident, (2) outline progress in meeting response objectives, and (3)
identify any barriers to completing the work.

• Ensure coordination and information-sharing across the CEIRS network.
• Oversee the management and analysis of data from the CEIRS centers (to be accomplished through the

CEIRS Data Processing and Coordination Center [DPCC]).
• Complete a final after-action report following response demobilization, which will provide a historical

record of the response, key lessons learned, and areas for improvement. (Note: It is possible that an
outside group may be asked to develop the after-action report, depending on available resources.)

• As necessary, facilitate (along with operations personnel as noted above) communication and collaboration
among CEIRS investigators, between CEIRS researchers and the non-CEIRS US researchers, and between
CEIRS investigators and non-US researchers.

• Documents can be posted to a collaborative group in the CEIRS Integrated Collaboration and
Communications (ICC) platform within the DPCC to facilitate communications and situational assessment.

Logistics Function
Personnel involved in the logistics function will be responsible for ensuring that the CEIRS centers have the 
material resources they need to conduct their research projects. For example, logistics personnel may facilitate 
the acquisition of viral samples, appropriate real-time reagents, research animals (eg, ferrets), and other 
critical research supplies and materials as needed. 

Primary responsibilities for the logistics lead: 
• Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response

Leadership Team, obtain a briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be
undertaken.

• Coordinate with operations personnel to identify specific resource needs for initiation of new research
projects by the CEIRS centers.

• Provide ongoing logistical support for the CEIRS response as needed.
• Procure resources through existing channels as needed for initiation of new research projects and work

with operations personnel to address any barriers that arise toward initiating or completing the research.
• Facilitate acquisition of novel viruses and real-time reagents for CEIRS researchers.
• Facilitate sharing of CEIRS-generated reagents among CEIRS researches and to researchers outside of the

CEIRS network.
• Order and distribute all incident-related resources and supplies.
• Track resource allocation and use (other than financials).
• Provide information for the after-action report, as requested.

Finance/Administration Function
Personnel involved in the finance/administration function will monitor and track operational costs for the 
CEIRS network and will be responsible for distribution of supplemental financial support to the CEIRS centers, 
as available. The NIAID Contracting Officer will be a key participant in this function and will be involved in all 
contractual issues and allocations of funds.
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Primary responsibilities for the finance/administration lead: 
• Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response

Leadership Team, obtain a briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be
undertaken.

• Serve as the financial liaison for the CEIRS centers and for NIH officials.
• Develop new contracts or modify existing contracts for CEIRS centers related to response activities, as

needed and under the direction of the CEIRS Director of Operations.
• Allocate ongoing financial support to CEIRS centers as needed, using existing or supplemental contracts,

once recommended by the CEIRS Director of Operations and approved by NIAID leadership and the NIAID
Contracting Officer.

• Work with logistics personnel to approve purchases of any needed materials.
• Monitor and track spending and budgeting for the CEIRS influenza response.

CEIRS Influenza Plan Implementation
The CEIRS Influenza Response Plan will align with national and international risk assessment processes and the 
WHO/CDC pandemic phases (Figures 1 and 2). Levels of plan implementation are illustrated in Figure 4.

• Interpandemic phase: The CEIRS Influenza Response Plan will not be implemented. Research into novel
influenza viruses will be incorporated into routine operations of the CEIRS network as appropriate. As part
of this process, the CEIRS network will contribute scientific data and viral characterization to inform any
active risk assessments of new influenza subtypes identified in humans.

• Pandemic alert phase: If WHO declares a pandemic alert for an existing influenza virus or for a completely
new influenza virus, the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan will be implemented to the degree necessary,
depending on the local, national, and global risk assessment for the new virus.

• No plan implementation: If the novel virus is assessed as a low- to medium-threat virus and public
health officials de-escalate the alert, then routine operations will continue and the CEIRS Influenza
Response Plan will not be implemented.

• Partial plan implementation: If the novel virus is assessed as a high-threat virus but an influenza
pandemic does not appear imminent, then the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan may be partially
implemented.

• Full plan implementation: If the novel virus is assessed as a high-threat virus and an influenza
pandemic appears imminent, then the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan will be fully implemented.

• Pandemic phase: If a pandemic is declared, the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan will be fully implemented.
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Figure 4. CEIRS Influenza Response Plan Implementation in Relation to Risk 
Assessment for Novel Influenza Viruses 

Levels of Plan Implementation Following Identification of a Novel 
Influenza Virus (Pandemic Alert Phase)
• No plan implementation: For any novel viruses characterized as low to medium-high threat, ongoing 

research will be incorporated into the routine operations of each CEIRS center, and implementation of the 
plan will not be necessary.

• Partial plan implementation: Partial plan implementation can involve several options; the CEIRS Director 
of Operations will decide what aspects of the plan need to be implemented. Examples of partial plan 
implementation include the following:

• Implement only the command/leadership function, with overall coordination of the response being 
performed by the CEIRS Director of Operations alone.

• Implement some of the additional ICS functions (but not all) and potentially recruit additional NIAID 
personnel to assist with the response.

• Convene the CEIRS PRAC and consult with members regarding appropriate next steps.
• Full plan implementation: With full implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan, the CEIRS 

Director of Operations will ensure that the following activities are completed:
• Establish the CEIRS response structure and identify personnel responsible for all major ICS functions.
• Implement all ICS functions and activities as outlined in the operational steps below.
• Convene the PRAC and identify the situationally dependent research priorities, based on the 

information provided in the CEIRS Influenza Response Framework (Chapter 5, Table 7). 
• Develop an initial incident action plan and track progress over time. 
• Document decisions and actions, through situation reports and a final after-action report.
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Operational Steps Following Recognition of an Incident
The operational steps following recognition of an incident are outlined below and also are summarized in 
Appendix B: CEIRS Influenza Response Plan Implementation Checklist.

Once the CEIRS Director of Operations becomes aware that a pandemic or prepandemic alert exists, the steps 
for incident response include the following:
1. Determine whether or not to implement the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan and, if the plan is 

implemented, determine what level of implementation is needed (ie, full or partial).
2. Determine the structure for response and identify people within NIAID who will assume responsibility for 

the different ICS functions. Primary roles and responsibilities for each of the key functions are outlined in 
the Job Action Sheets, found in Appendix C.

• A specific lead individual should be assigned to each of the following functions outlined below. A 
single person may assume multiple or all functions, depending on available resources and the scope 
needed for response. Those assigned to these roles will make up the CEIRS Influenza Response 
Leadership Team.

 » Operations
 » Planning
 » Logistics
 » Finance/administration

• Once members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team have been identified, an internal 
meeting should accomplish the following:

 » Brief personnel on the situation.
 » Conduct just-in-time training on roles and responsibilities as outlined in the ICS-type model for 

CEIRS pandemic response. 
 » Clarify key next steps in initiating the response.

3. Convene an emergency meeting of the PRAC.
• The purposes of this meeting are to: (1) discuss the most immediate research priorities for the 

incident at hand and make recommendations to the CEIRS Director of Operations and (2) identify any 
major barriers in addressing the research priorities. 

• The research priorities, once agreed on by the CEIRS Director of Operations, will inform the overall 
incident objectives, which are a key component of the incident action plan. 

• Key activities for the call include the following:
 » Provide a situational update for PRAC members.
 » Review the overall list of research priorities identified in the CEIRS Influenza Response 

Framework (Chapter 5, Table 7). 
 » Discuss which priorities are of most immediate importance.
 » Develop consensus among PRAC members regarding which research priorities the CEIRS 

network should focus on initially and and seek approval from the CEIRS Director of 
Operations. (PRAC members may decide to rank the research priorities.)

4. Once the research priorities have been agreed on, communicate them to the CEIRS center directors and 
request that each center develop a center-specific response plan.

• Each center’s response plan should identify what studies and activities the center proposes for 
meeting the high-priority research objectives. The plan should align with the center capabilities 
outlined in Tables 5 and 6 in Chapter 4, unless the center has developed new capabilities that are not 
included in the current version of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan.  
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• The center plans should include specific measurable timelines for completing tasks, resource 
requests, and budget.

• Center plans should be developed as quickly as possible, and the timeline for plan completion and 
submission to NIAID should be specified in the request.

5. Review the center-specific research plans.
• The CEIRS Director of Operations (and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership 

Team, as appropriate) should review the center plans; the review process should:
 » Ensure the plans align with the incident-specific research priorities and are consistent with the 

CEIRS role in a pandemic response.
 » Assess the level of redundancy across projects so that redundancy is optimized to ensure 

validity/reproducibility of scientific findings but is not overly duplicative.   
 » Identify resource requirements (financial and material), and determine if resource needs can 

be met and to what degree (this will require input from and coordination with the finance/
administration lead).

• Obtain approval from NIAID senior leadership on the proposed projects and activities, including 
approval for resource allocation. 

• Determine if there are important hindrances for completing the work and identify ways they can be 
addressed. 

• Once the review is completed and the activities have been approved, the CEIRS Director of 
Operations, the operations lead, and the planning lead should develop an incident action plan (see 
Appendix D: IAP Template for CEIRS Influenza Response) that outlines:

 » The overall research objectives, which are based on the research priorities identified by the 
PRAC. 

 » The tactics for achieving each of the research objectives, which will be a list of activities and 
studies to be conducted by each of the CEIRS centers.

 » Milestones and timelines for completing the work. (The work may be broken down into 
several operational periods that correspond with various milestones, as deemed appropriate 
by the CEIRS Director of Operations.)

 » The plan will outline activities to be completed during the initial operational period. This 
operational period will likely last for several weeks, depending on how broad or narrow the 
benchmarks are and the timeframe needed to accomplish them.

 » The duration of the first operational period will be determined by the CEIRS Director of 
Operations, potentially in consultation with CEIRS investigators and other NIAID personnel 
involved in the response.

6. Share the incident action plan with PRAC members, all center directors, and NIAID leadership.
• The plan may be shared electronically, posted to the DPCC website in the ICC area, and discussed via 

one or more conference calls with center researchers, as appropriate.
• The plan will be used to benchmark and track response activities by the CEIRS network as a whole 

and by individual centers.
7. Execute the incident action plan.

• Centers will be given approval to execute their pandemic response research activities and obtain 
additional resources necessary to complete the activities, with support of the logistics lead and the 
finance/administration lead.

• Each center will be asked to submit regular progress reports on pandemic activities (with the 
reporting timeframe to align with operational periods, which will be determined by the CEIRS Director 
of Operations).
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• The operations lead will work continuously with the center directors to identify and resolve any issues 
with implementation. 

• The logistics lead will support operations as necessary.
8. Track and communicate progress in meeting incident objectives.

• The planning lead will generate periodic situation reports (frequency to be determined by the CEIRS 
Director of Operations, but likely to align with the operational periods) that will briefly summarize 
progress on meeting the research priorities. 

• The planning lead will also coordinate ongoing information sharing through various mechanisms, 
including use of the ICC within the DPCC. 

• The incident action plan may be updated as necessary, or new plans may be developed, depending on 
how the situation unfolds and whether or not situational priorities or resource requirements change.  

9. Deactivate the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan and generate the after-action report.
• The CEIRS Director of Operations will determine when to deactivate the plan, in consultation with 

other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team. The decision to deactivate will 
depend on when the network has essentially returned to normal operations and the pandemic or 
pandemic alert is winding down. (Note: The plan may be deactivated before all of the pandemic-
related research is complete.)

• The planning lead (or potentially an outside group) will generate an after- action report that 
summarizes CEIRS activities and accomplishments following the incident. The report will be reviewed 
and approved by the CEIRS Director of Operations before it is released and disseminated. (See 
Appendix E: AAR Template for CEIRS Pandemic or Prepandemic Response.)

Incident Communications
Initial Notifications
The CEIRS network involves researchers in a wide range of geographic locations; therefore, communications 
generally will not be face to face, but rather will rely on alternative approaches. Once the CEIRS Influenza 
Response Plan is implemented, the CEIRS Director of Operations will send an initial notification to CEIRS 
investigators via email. The Director of Operations also will send an email to members of the PRAC and to the 
center directors, informing them of whether or not a conference call for the PRAC will occur and, if so, when. 
In addition, the Director of Operations will notify appropriate NIAID personnel about the implementation of 
the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan.

Ongoing Situational Awareness
Ongoing situational awareness for the CEIRS network during an influenza response involves three components: 
(1) the CEIRS Director of Operations or other NIAID staff will provide information about evolution of the 
situation to CEIRS investigators, (2) the Director of Operations will provide awareness about situation-related 
activities being conducted by other USG agencies outside of the NIH to the CEIRS investigators, and (3) CEIRS 
investigators will provide information about progress on their work to the Director of Operations and to 
investigators at other centers. 

Mechanisms for ensuring current and ongoing situational awareness include the following:
• Once the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan is implemented, the CEIRS Director of Operations will begin 

holding weekly conference calls for CEIRS investigators. During these calls, the CEIRS Director of Operations 
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will provide a situational update about the incident (including important information about the USG 
response), and each center will provide a short update of its ongoing research activities.

• The CEIRS Director of Operations also will hold regular conference calls with PRAC members to discuss 
issues as they arise.

• An influenza response space will be created within the ICC on the DPCC; this space will provide a repository 
for all documentation related to the CEIRS pandemic/prepandemic response.  

• Situation reports will be created for each operational period. These brief reports will include situational 
awareness about the incident and updates on progress from the CEIRS centers. These will be sent to CEIRS 
investigators via email and also will be posted to the influenza response space within the ICC on the DPCC.

• Webinars for CEIRS investigators will be held regularly, as appropriate.  
• The CEIRS Director of Operations will be responsible for briefing NIAID staff about activities being 

conducted by the CEIRS centers and about progress on their work. 

External Communications 
External communications will be handled as follows:
• Communications within NIH: The CEIRS Director of Operations will be the primary point of contact for 

sharing progress on activities being conducted by the CEIRS network. Communications about the CEIRS 
response should funnel through the CEIRS Director of Operations to other NIH personnel.  

• Communications with other US government agencies: The CEIRS Director of Operations will have a role 
in communicating to other USG agencies. These communications will be at the discretion of senior NIAID 
personnel. Some communications will be handled directly by senior NIAID personnel.

• Communications with governmental agencies other than the USG: These communications will follow 
principles outlined in the WHO Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Framework. 

• Communications to the public: The CEIRS network will post news-related information about CEIRS 
contributions to the response within the news area on the CEIRS website upon approval by the CEIRS 
Director of Operations. Other public-facing communications about CEIRS-related work will be handled by 
NIAID communications personnel and spokespersons through the NIAID Office of Communications. 
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Appendix A: Overview of the FEMA Incident 
Command System Model
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), (see ICS Resource Center): “The ICS 
[Incident Command System] is a management system designed to enable effective and efficient domestic 
incident management by integrating a combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and 
communications operating within a common organizational structure, designed to enable effective and 
efficient domestic incident management. A basic premise of ICS is that it is widely applicable. It is used to 
organize both near-term and long-term field-level operations for a broad spectrum of emergencies, from small 
to complex incidents, both natural and manmade. ICS is used by all levels of government—Federal, State, local, 
and tribal—as well as by many private-sector and nongovernmental organizations. ICS is also applicable across 
disciplines. It is normally structured to facilitate activities in five major functional areas: command, operations, 
planning, logistics, and finance and administration.” Standard activities of the five primary ICS functional areas, 
as outlined by FEMA in the ICS Resource Center, are shown in the table below.

While this table represents a standard approach, many of these activities do not apply to CEIRS pandemic 
response, owing to the different nature of the response. 

Standard Activities for ICS Functions
Incident Commander (IC)
Ensure clear authority and knowledge of agency policy.
Ensure incident safety.
Establish an Incident Command Post.
Obtain a briefing from the prior IC and/or assess the situation.
Establish immediate priorities.
Determine incident objectives and strategies to be followed.
Establish the level of organization needed, and continuously monitor the operation and effectiveness of that organization.
Manage planning meetings as required.
Approve and implement the incident action plan.
Coordinate the activities of the command and general staff.
Approve requests for additional resources or for the release of resources.
Approve the use of participants, volunteers, and auxiliary personnel.
Authorize the release of information to the news media.
Order demobilization of the incident when appropriate.
Ensure incident after-action reports are complete.

Command Element: Public Information Officer
Determine, according to direction from the IC, any limits on information release.
Develop accurate, accessible, and timely information for use in press/media briefings.
Obtain IC’s approval of news releases.
Conduct periodic media briefings.
Arrange for tours and other interviews or briefings that may be required.
Monitor and forward media information that may be useful to incident planning.
Maintain current information, summaries, and/or displays on the incident.
Make information about the incident available to incident personnel.
Participate in the planning meeting.

https://training.fema.gov/emiweb/is/icsresource/index.htm
https://training.fema.gov/emiweb/is/icsresource/index.htm
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Command Element: Safety Officer
Identify and mitigate hazardous situations.
Ensure safety messages and briefings are made.
Exercise emergency authority to stop and prevent unsafe acts.
Review the incident action plan for safety implications.
Assign assistants qualified to evaluate special hazards.
Initiate preliminary investigation of accidents within the incident area.
Review and approve the medical plan.
Participate in planning meetings.

Command Element: Liaison Officer
Act as a point of contact for agency representatives.
Maintain a list of assisting and cooperating agencies and agency representatives.
Assist in setting up and coordinating interagency contacts.
Monitor incident operations to identify current or potential interorganizational problems.
Participate in planning meetings, providing current resource status, including limitations and capabilities of agency resources.
Provide agency-specific demobilization information and requirements.

Operations Lead
Ensure safety of tactical operations.
Manage tactical operations.
Develop the operations portion of the incident action plan. 
Supervise execution of operations portions of the incident action plan.
Request additional resources to support tactical operations.
Approve release of resources from active operational assignments.
Make or approve expedient changes to the incident action plan.
Maintain close contact with IC, subordinate operations personnel, and other agencies involved in the incident.

Planning Lead
Collect and manage all incident-relevant operational data.
Supervise preparation of the incident action plan.
Provide input to the IC and operations lead in preparing the incident action plan.
Incorporate traffic, medical, and communications plans and other supporting materials into the incident action plan.
Conduct and facilitate planning meetings.
Reassign personnel within the ICS organization.
Compile and display incident status information.
Establish information requirements and reporting schedules for units (eg, resources, situation units).
Determine need for specialized resources.
Assemble and disassemble task forces and strike teams not assigned to operations.
Establish specialized data collection systems as necessary (eg, weather).
Assemble information on alternative strategies.
Provide periodic predictions on incident potential.
Report significant changes in incident status.
Oversee preparation of the demobilization plan.

Logistics Lead
Provide all facilities, transportation, communications, supplies, equipment maintenance and fueling, food, and medical services for 
incident personnel, as well as all off-incident resources.
Manage all incident logistics.
Provide logistical input to the incident action plan.
Brief logistics staff as needed.
Identify anticipated and known incident service and support requirements.
Request additional resources as needed.
Ensure and oversee the development of the communications, medical, and traffic plans as required.
Oversee demobilization of the logistics section and associated resources.
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Finance/Administration Lead
Manage all financial aspects of an incident.
Provide financial and cost analysis information as requested.
Ensure compensation and claims functions are being addressed relative to the incident.
Gather pertinent information from briefings with responsible agencies.
Develop an operating plan for the finance/administration section and fill section supply and support needs.
Determine the need to set up and operate an incident commissary. 
Meet with assisting and cooperating agency representatives as needed.
Maintain daily contact with agency(s) headquarters on finance matters.
Ensure that personnel time records are completed accurately and transmitted to home agencies.
Ensure that all obligation documents initiated at the incident are properly prepared and completed.
Brief agency administrative personnel on all incident-related financial issues needing attention or follow-up.
Provide input to the incident action plan.
Abbreviations: IC, Incident Commander
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Appendix B: CEIRS Influenza Response Plan 
Implementation Checklist

Implementation Steps and Associated Activities Time 
and Date 
Initiated

Time 
and Date 
Completed

Plan Implementation
Determination to implement the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations determines that the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan should 

be implemented in response to a situation.
2. The CEIRS Director of Operations decides what level of plan implementation is needed (full or 

partial).
3. The CEIRS Director of Operations initiates implementation of the plan and begins reviewing 

the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan Implementation Checklist.
Implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team and ICS-type structure
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations identifies NIAID staff who will fulfill the following ICS 

functions (these personnel will form the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team; one 
person may be responsible for multiple functions): 

• Command (including public relations support)
• Operations 
• Planning
• Logistics
• Finance/administration

2. The CEIRS Director of Operations holds a meeting of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership 
Team to review key elements of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan and review the primary 
next steps in the response.

3. Each member of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team receives direction, outlining 
the primary responsibilities for each of the primary ICS-type functions, as outlined in the 
CEIRS Influenza Response Plan ICS model.

Engagement of the PRAC
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations identifies CEIRS investigators to serve on the PRAC.
2. The CEIRS Director of Operations notifies PRAC members of the plan implementation.
3. The CEIRS Director of Operations convenes an urgent meeting (via conference call) of PRAC 

members and the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team. 

PRAC Briefing Meeting
Situational briefing
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations reviews what is known about the situation and the rationale 

for implementation of the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan.
2. The CEIRS Director of Operations outlines the steps involved with implementation of the CEIRS 

Influenza Response Plan.
Initial determination of research priorities
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations outlines the role of the PRAC in determining the situationally 

specific research priorities.
2. PRAC members and the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team review and discuss the 

predefined research priorities outlined in Chapter 5, Table 7 of the CEIRS Influenza Response 
Plan: The CEIRS Network Influenza Response Research Framework.

3. PRAC members also review the center capabilities (outlined in Chapter 4 of the CEIRS 
Influenza Response Plan), as needed, to inform development of research priorities.
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4. PRAC members and the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team agree on the high-priority 
research activities that are critical for the particular situation.

5. The proposed high-priority research activities serve as the “primary incident objectives” as 
well as the “strategy” for the CEIRS network response.

6. The Planning Lead creates a document of the proposed high-priority research activities, based 
on PRAC input. 

Development of Center-Specific Response Plans/Research Activities
Development of center-specific plans 
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations requests each center to develop a set of center-specific 

research projects that align with the agreed-upon high-priority research activities, along 
with an estimated timeline for initiating and completing each project and any requests for 
additional resources necessary to complete the work.

2. The CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response 
Leadership Team, as needed, review the research projects proposed by each center and 
ensure that they are consistent with the agreed-upon research priorities and the overall role 
of CEIRS in a response, and that the level of redundancy across projects is optimized. 

3. The Operations Lead identifies the resource needs for each center and creates a summary 
outlining the overall resource requirements necessary for CEIRS to fulfill its response mission.

4. The Operations Lead then compiles a final proposed set of high-priority research projects and 
the resource requirements necessary to complete the work.

5. The CEIRS Director of Operations shares the proposed plan with NIAID senior officials for 
approval.

6. NIAID senior officials approve the proposed plan (along with the resource requests), with any 
modifications deemed appropriate.

Generation of an Initial Incident Action Plan
Determination of the initial operational period
1. Once the proposed plan is approved, the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team 

determines the timeframe for the initial operational period.
Generation of an initial IAP for the CEIRS network
1. The CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team breaks down the activities in the plan by 

timeline and creates an initial IAP that aligns with the timeframe of the first operational 
period.

2. The IAP sets the expectations that each center should meet during the first operational 
period. The initial operational period should be no more than several weeks and should 
outline the initial steps for initiating new research projects.

3. The Planning Lead generates the initial IAP, based on the above discussion. 
4. The CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team shares the initial IAP with the PRAC for its 

situational awareness.

Initiation of Center-Specific Research Projects
Initiation of new center-specific research projects
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations widely shares the final version of the IAP with the CEIRS 

center directors and CEIRS investigators.
2. Members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team address logistical and financial 

issues (eg, needs for supplies, supplemental financial support, contract modifications) 
necessary for initiating the new research projects as part of the CEIRS response to the 
situation.

3. Each center initiates its response-specific research projects, as outlined in the IAP.
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Tracking
Tracking of response activities
1. The CEIRS Leadership Team will meet with PRAC members regularly (initially weekly) via 

conference call to identify any barriers to completing the center-specific research activities 
and to track progress.

2. The planning lead will document progress in meeting the center-specific objectives outlined in 
the initial IAP.

3. At the end of the first operational period, the planning lead will work with the operations 
lead to generate a situational report that outlines what was proposed and what was actually 
accomplished during the initial operational period.

4. Based on what was accomplished, the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team will define 
the second operational period and create a second IAP for that timeframe.

5. The process of generating new IAPs and situation reports for subsequent operational periods 
will continue until the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan is deactivated.

-- --

Tracking of resource requests and financial support
1. The logistics lead will track resource requests, allocation, and use from the CEIRS centers 

during the response. 
2. The finance/administration lead will track CEIRS expenditures and budgets during the 

response.  
3. The CEIRS Director of Operations will track continuity of operations for each center and the 

CEIRS network as a whole during the response. 

-- --

Data Management and Data Sharing
Data management and data sharing
1. Data will be posted to DPCC on an ongoing basis.

-- --

Communications
Internal communications 
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations will regularly communicate with the CEIRS network as 

outlined in the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan.
2. Notifications will be made via regularly scheduled conference calls with the PRAC and with 

CEIRS investigators.
3. An influenza space will be created in the ICC on the DPCC for ongoing communications and 

posting of documents, such as IAPs and situation reports. 
4. Webinars will be held as appropriate.

-- --

External communications
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations will be the primary point of contact for communications 

within NIH about activities being conducted by the CEIRS network. 
2. The CEIRS Director of Operations also will have a role in communicating to other USG 

agencies, at the discretion of senior NIAID personnel. Some communications with other 
agencies will be handled directly by senior NIAID personnel.

3. Communications with governmental agencies other than the USG will follow principles 
outlined in the WHO PIP Framework. 

4. The CEIRS network will post news-related information about CEIRS contributions to the 
response within the news area on the CEIRS website upon approval by the CEIRS Director of 
Operations.

5. Other public-facing communications about CEIRS-related work will be handled by NIAID 
communications personnel and spokespersons through the NIAID Office of Communications.

-- --
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Deactivation 
Decision to deactivate the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan
1. The CEIRS Director of Operations will determine when to deactivate the plan, in consultation 

with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team.
2. The decision to deactivate will depend on when the network has essentially returned to 

normal operations and no further IAPs or ongoing situation reports are needed (other than 
those required by routine operations).

Key steps to deactivation (to be performed by the CEIRS Director of Operations)
1. Notify the PRAC, the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, NIAID senior officials, and 

CEIRS investigators that the Influenza Response Plan is being deactivated (even though some 
of the research projects may still be in process).

2. Ensure that all documents applicable to the after-action review are compiled and held for 
future analysis (IAPs, situation reports, completed checklist, etc.).

3. Hold any necessary debriefs (at the discretion of the CEIRS Director of Operations).
4. Begin developing an approach and timeline for the after-action report. 
Abbreviations: CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; DPCC, Data Processing and Coordinating Center; IAP, incident 
action plan; ICC, Integrated Collaboration and Communications platform; ICS, Incident Command System; NIAID, National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases; PIP, Pandemic Influenza Preparedness; PRAC, Pandemic Response Advisory Committee; USG, United States government.
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Appendix C: Job Action Sheets for Key Roles 
in the CEIRS Influenza Response
This appendix includes job action sheets for the primary functions related to a CEIRS influenza response. These 
job action sheets can be used to clarify the roles for each of the primary functional components of the CEIRS 
response.

This appendix includes job action sheets for the following functions:
• Leadership function
• Pandemic Response Advisory Committee (PRAC)
• Operations function 
• Planning function
• Logistics function
• Finance/administration function
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Job Action Sheet: Leadership Function (CEIRS Director of Operations)

Mission: Provide leadership for the CEIRS influenza response, approve research activities to be conducted by the CEIRS centers 
during the response, and recommend resource allocations to support research activities. 

Immediate Actions
1. Assess any new pandemic or prepandemic alerts and decide whether or not to implement the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan 

and to what degree (partial or full implementation), depending on the risk assessment for the novel virus of concern. 
2. If the plan is implemented, assume leadership for coordinating the CEIRS influenza response. 
3. Establish and maintain an ICS-type organizational structure for the CEIRS response and identify who will be responsible for 

the roles outlined in the CEIRS ICS-type organizational model, which will depend on available staffing resources within NIAID. 
Those involved in the response functions will compose the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team.

4. Convene the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, brief them on the situation, and review the initial response activities 
to be undertaken. 

5. Convene an initial meeting of the PRAC to identify the research priorities applicable to the situation. The research priorities 
outlined in the response framework will serve as a guide for this process, although the priorities will need to consider the 
unique features of the situation at hand. 

Intermediate Actions
1. Communicate the research priorities to the CEIRS centers.
2. Request that each CEIRS center develop a set of center-specific research projects that align with the research priorities, along 

with an estimated timeline for initiating and completing each project.
3. Review and recommend approval of the research projects proposed by each center and ensure that they are consistent with 

the agreed-upon research priorities.
4. Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine the duration of the first operational 

period for the CEIRS response and to identify specific benchmarks to be accomplished by the CEIRS centers during the first 
operational period. 

5. Approve the initial incident action plan, including approval of incident objectives (to be prepared primarily by planning 
personnel, with input and support from operations personnel).

Ongoing Actions Throughout Response
1. Serve as the Liaison Officer for coordinating within the NIH and with external government agencies, such as CDC, FDA, USDA, 

and others, as appropriate.
2. Coordinate ongoing activities of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team.
3. Participate in all PRAC meetings. 
4. Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine timeframes for subsequent 

operational periods and define objectives for each period.
5. Ensure that incident action plans are developed for each operational period as necessary and approve the plans.  
6. Meet regularly with the PRAC and CEIRS investigators (via conference calls) to obtain ongoing situational awareness of 

research activities and other pertinent information. 
7. Recommend requests for additional resources (eg, supplies, staff, supplemental financial support to CEIRS centers) to NIAID 

leadership and the NIAID Contracting Officer.
8. Be responsible for continuity of operations for NIAID staff assigned to CEIRS during the pandemic or prepandemic situation.
9. Review and approve situation reports that document CEIRS response activities. 
10. Review and approve all other documents related to the CEIRS response that are distributed to internal and external audiences.

Actions for Demobilization
1. Determine when to deactivate the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan and initiate demobilization activities.
2. Ensure that the after-action report is completed in a timely fashion (to be prepared after the plan is deactivated and 

demobilization is complete).
3. Review and approve a final after-action report.
Abbreviations: CDC; US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; FDA, 
US Food and Drug Administration; ICS, Incident Command System; NIAID, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; NIH, National 
Institutes of Health; PRAC, Pandemic Response Advisory Committee; USDA, US Department of Agriculture.
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Job Action Sheet: Pandemic Response Advisory Committee (PRAC) Member

Mission: Aid in decision-making to maximize the research accomplishments of the CEIRS network during an influenza pandemic or 
pandemic alert incident.

Immediate Actions
1. Agree to participate as a member of the PRAC.
2. Review the CEIRS Pandemic Influenza Response Plan. 
3. Participate in the first meeting of the PRAC and obtain a briefing on the situation.
4. Make recommendations to the CEIRS Director of Operations regarding research priorities specific to the situation, using 

information in the Influenza Response Plan as a guide.

Intermediate Actions
1. Serve as a resource to the CEIRS Director of Operations as the research priorities are finalized.

Ongoing Actions Throughout Response
1. Meet regularly throughout the course of the incident to:

• Provide input into policy decisions as necessary.
• Identify any barriers to completing research projects in a timely fashion.
• Identify other needs CEIRS investigators may have to complete their research projects as quickly as possible.
• Serve as a forum to resolve any issues or conflicts.
• Provide an important mechanism for ongoing information sharing and communications.
• Provide input into future incident action plans as the operational periods unfold.

Actions for Demobilization
1. Once the incident has been demobilized, the PRAC will again revert to the PPAC. 
2. Provide information for the after action report, as requested.
Abbreviations: CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; PRAC, Pandemic Response Advisory Committee.
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Job Action Sheet: Operations Function

Mission: Ensure necessary research is initiated and completed according to defined timelines.

Immediate Actions
1. Agree to serve as part of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team and assume the responsibilities of the operations 

function.
2. Review the CEIRS Pandemic Influenza Response Plan.
3. Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, obtain a 

briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be undertaken. 
4. Participate in the initial PRAC meeting and provide input into decisions regarding the initial research priorities.

Intermediate Actions
1. Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine the duration of the first operational 

period for the CEIRS response and to identify specific benchmarks to be accomplished by the CEIRS centers during the first 
operational period.

2. Collect research projects proposed by CEIRS investigators, as identified in the center-specific operational plans.
3. Provide input into the initial incident action plan, which will be prepared by planning personnel.
4. Identify resource needs for CEIRS centers to enable them to complete their research projects and identify barriers to initiating 

or completing the work. 
5. Work with logistics personnel to ensure resource availability and address barriers as needed. 

Ongoing Actions Throughout Response
1. Participate in all PRAC meetings. 
2. Work with the PRAC to identify research priorities and objectives for the CEIRS response on an ongoing basis as the situation 

evolves.
3. Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine timeframes for subsequent 

operational periods and define objectives for each.
4. Monitor and track the research response activities of each CEIRS center during the response.
5. Monitor and track continuity of operations within each of the CEIRS centers during a pandemic.
6. As necessary, facilitate, with planning personnel, communication and collaboration among CEIRS investigators, between CEIRS 

researchers and the non-CEIRS US research community, and between CEIRS investigators and non-US researchers.

Actions for Demobilization
1. Provide information for the after-action report, as requested.
Abbreviations: CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; PRAC, Pandemic Response Advisory Committee.
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Job Action Sheet: Planning Function

Mission: Develop the initial incident action plan and subsequent plans; collect, process, and organize ongoing information about 
the situation and about CEIRS-specific activities; and document response activities and create (or oversee the creation of) a final 
after-action report.

Immediate Actions
1. Agree to serve as part of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team and assume the responsibilities of the planning 

function.
2. Review the CEIRS Pandemic Influenza Response Plan.
3. Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, obtain a 

briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be undertaken. 
4. Participate in the initial PRAC meeting and provide input into decisions regarding the initial research priorities.  

Intermediate Actions
1. Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine the duration of the first operational 

period for the CEIRS response and to identify specific benchmarks to be accomplished by the CEIRS centers during the first 
operational period.

2. Prepare an initial incident action plan, in coordination with operations personnel and other members of the CEIRS Influenza 
Response Leadership Team, which accomplishes the following:

• Outlines the incident-specific research priorities as identified by the PRAC and subsequently approved by NIAID senior 
officials.

• Defines the initial operational period. (Note: In a typical emergency response, operational periods are established 
immediately and usually run for 12 to 24 hours each. For the CEIRS response, the initial operational period should focus 
on the first steps for conducting the incident-specific research and will likely last several weeks. The initial operational 
period should allow time to show progress but not be extended too long, in order to track progress in line with the 
urgency of the situation.)

• Identifies benchmarks and activities to be accomplished by each of the CEIRS centers during the initial operational 
period.

Ongoing Actions Throughout Response
1. Participate in all PRAC meetings.  
2. Work with other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team to determine timeframes for subsequent 

operational periods and define objectives for each.
3. Provide situational updates about the pandemic or prepandemic incident to the CEIRS Director of Operations, the PRAC, and 

other CEIRS personnel.
4. Prepare subsequent incident action plans as necessary for later operational periods. For example, once the initial operational 

period is ending, progress should be noted and a new timeline developed that establishes a second set of activities that the 
centers should continue to work on (or extends milestones that were not successfully completed during the first operational 
period). This cycle of operational periods and development of updated incident action plans can be repeated as necessary. 

5. Develop situation reports at the end of each operational period that: (1) provide situational updates about the pandemic or 
prepandemic incident, (2) outline progress in meeting response objectives, and (3) identify any barriers to completing the work. 

6. Ensure coordination and information sharing across the CEIRS network. 
7. Oversee the management and analysis of data from the CEIRS centers (to be accomplished through the CEIRS DPCC).
8. As necessary, facilitate, with operations personnel, communication and collaboration among CEIRS investigators, between 

CEIRS researchers and the non-CEIRS US research community, and between CEIRS investigators and non-US researchers.
9. Post documents to a collaborative group in the CEIRS ICC platform within the DPCC to facilitate communications and 

situational assessment. 

Actions for Demobilization
1. Complete a final after-action report at the time of response demobilization and response plan deactivation, which will provide 

a historical record of the response, key lessons learned, and areas for improvement. (Note: It is possible that an outside group 
may be asked to develop the after-action report, depending on available resources.)

Abbreviations: CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; DPCC, Data Processing and Coordination Center; ICC, 
Integrated Collaboration and Communications; NIAID, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; PRAC, Pandemic Response Advisory 
Committee.
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Job Action Sheet: Logistics Function

Mission: Ensure that CEIRS centers have the material resources they need to conduct their research projects.

Immediate Actions
1. Agree to serve as part of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team and assume the responsibilities of the logistics 

function.
2. Review the CEIRS Pandemic Influenza Response Plan.
3. Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, obtain a 

briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be undertaken.

Intermediate Actions
1. Coordinate with operations personnel to identify specific resource needs for initiation of new research projects by the CEIRS 

centers. 
2. Procure resources as needed for initiation of new research projects.

Ongoing Actions Throughout Response
1. Provide ongoing logistical support for the CEIRS response as needed.
2. Facilitate acquisition of novel viruses and real-time reagents for CEIRS researchers.
3. Facilitate sharing of CEIRS-generated reagents among CEIRS researches and to researchers outside of the CEIRS network. 
4. Order and distribute all incident-related resources and supplies.
5. Procure additional resources as needed on an ongoing basis and work with operations personnel to address any barriers that 

arise toward initiating or completing the research.
6. Track resource allocation and use (other than financials).  

Actions for Demobilization
1. Provide information for the after-action report, as requested.
Abbreviations: CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance.
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Job Action Sheet: Finance/Administration Function 

Mission: Monitor and track operational costs for the CEIRS network and be responsible for distribution of supplemental financial 
support to the CEIRS centers.

Immediate Actions
1. Agree to serve as part of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team and assume the responsibilities of the finance/

administration function.
2. Review the CEIRS Pandemic Influenza Response Plan.
3. Meet with the CEIRS Director of Operations and other members of the CEIRS Influenza Response Leadership Team, obtain a 

briefing on the situation, and review the initial response activities to be undertaken.

Intermediate Response Actions
1. Develop new contracts or modify existing contracts for CEIRS centers related to the initial response activities, as needed and 

under the direction of the CEIRS Director of Operations or NIAID leadership.

Ongoing Actions Throughout Response
1. Serve as the financial liaison for the CEIRS centers and NIH officials. 
2. Develop new contracts or modify existing contracts for CEIRS centers related to the ongoing response activities, as needed and 

under the direction of the CEIRS Director of Operations or NIAID leadership. 
3. Allocate ongoing financial support to CEIRS centers as needed, using existing or supplemental contracts, once recommended 

by the CEIRS Director of Operations and approved by NIAID leadership and the NIAID Contracting Officer. 
4. Work with logistics personnel to approve purchases of any needed materials.
5. Monitor and track spending and budgeting for the CEIRS influenza response.
6. Provide financial and cost analysis information as needed during the course of the response. 

Actions for Demobilization
1. Provide financially related information for the after-action report, as requested.
Abbreviations: CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; NIAID, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; 
NIH, National Institutes of Health.
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Appendix D: Incident Action Plan Template 
for CEIRS Influenza Response

 Incident Action Plan (IAP) Template for CEIRS Influenza Response
Name of incident:
 
IAP prepared by: 

Operational period:  

Effective date: 

End date:

Brief situation summary:

Summary of research priorities determined by the Pandemic Response Advisory Committee (PRAC) (response tactics):

Influenza response research projects by center (response strategies to achieve the tactical needs):

CRIP
Projects to be initiated or applicable ongoing projects Anticipated start date Anticipated end date

EMORY-UGA
Projects to be initiated or applicable ongoing projects Anticipated start date Anticipated end date
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JHCEIRS
Projects to be initiated or applicable ongoing projects Anticipated start date Anticipated end date

NYICE
Projects to be initiated or applicable ongoing projects Anticipated start date Anticipated end date

SJCEIRS
Projects to be initiated or applicable ongoing projects Anticipated start date Anticipated end date

Other issues to note (challenges, barriers, etc.):
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Appendix E: After-Action Report Template 
for CEIRS Influenza Response
The table below outlines the types of questions that should be asked as part of generating an after-action 
report (AAR) following the incident. These questions can be modified or changed, based on the details of the 
response and an assessment of what information would be most useful.

The format for gathering information will depend on the needs of the situation and the resources available 
for collecting the information. Information may be collected via a series of telephone interviews with key 
personnel from each center and with NIAID officials. Another option is to hold an in-person after-action 
conference involving key personnel. This type of conference requires a skilled facilitator and clearly outlined 
objectives and questions. A third option is to use an electronic survey to gather information from a broad 
range of CEIRS investigators and other key stakeholders. A combination of the above approaches may also be 
considered. 

In general, the after-action review should address the following:
• What was expected to occur?
• What actually happened?
• What worked well and what were the challenges? 
• What needs to be improved for future responses?

Incident AAR Template for CEIRS Pandemic or Prepandemic Response
Summary of the response conducted by each CEIRS center
1. Were the centers adequately prepared to respond to the incident? If not, what could be done to improve future 

preparedness?
2. Were the center-specific pandemic response plans implemented, and were they adequate?
3. Was each center able to identify specific research projects that aligned with the overall research priorities of the CEIRS 

network?
4. What were the challenges that each center encountered?
5. How can challenges be better addressed in the future?
6. Were the centers able to obtain the resources they needed to complete their activities in a timely fashion?
7. Did the centers respond as expected? If not, why not?
8. What are the top 3 strengths of each center?
9. Are they any areas of improvement needed for any of the centers?
10. What did each center accomplish in response to the incident?
11. How did the activities of each center affect the incident?
12. What broader impact (beyond the incident) did the activities of the CEIRS centers have (ie, what general knowledge was 

gained as a result of research by each center)?  

Summary of the overall response of the CEIRS network
1. Did the CEIRS network achieve its response mission as outlined in the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan?
2. Were the CEIRS data management capabilities adequate for meeting information-sharing needs within the CEIRS network? If 

not, what improvements are needed?
3. Was the level of redundancy of research conducted by the centers optimized during the response (recognizing that some 

redundancy is important)?
4. How did the centers coordinate with each other to achieve an overall response?
5. How well did coordination between the centers work, and are improvements needed?
6. Did NIAID provide adequate direction and support to the CEIRS centers during the response?
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7. Were the centers kept adequately informed by NIAID of overall CEIRS network activities and USG activities during the 
response?

8. Overall, were network communications adequate? If not, what should be improved?
9. What are the overall strengths of the CEIRS network?
10. Are any improvements needed in the overall functioning and capacities of the CEIRS network?

Planning considerations for the CEIRS influenza response
1. Did the CEIRS Director of Operations (as the Incident Commander for CEIRS) appropriately implement the CEIRS Influenza 

Response Plan? If so, was that useful? If not, why not and what would have been more helpful?
2. Did the capabilities of each center as outlined in the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan accurately reflect their capabilities?
3. Did the capabilities outlined in the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan align with the needs of the situation?
4. Were there any additional capabilities needed, and, if so, was the CEIRS network able to respond with the new capabilities?
5. Should the capabilities of the CEIRS network be modified as a result of lessons learned during the incident? In what way?
6. Was the CEIRS Network Influenza Response Research Framework (as outlined in the CEIRS Influenza Response Plan) useful and 

did it capture the essential research priorities? 
7. Was engaging the PRAC to help identify research priorities a useful approach?
8. Was the ICS model useful in responding to the incident, and did it work?
9. What steps were taken for demobilization?
10. Are modifications to the plan needed? If so, what would improve it?

Overarching considerations
1. What worked well in the CEIRS response?
2. What are the key lessons learned from the response?
3. What needs to be improved for future responses, and what specific steps are needed?
4. What additional resources are needed to enhance response capabilities of the CEIRS network?
Abbreviations: AAR, after-action report; CEIRS, Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance; ICS, Incident Command System; 
NIAID, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; PRAC, Pandemic Response Advisory Committee, USG, United States government.
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Appendix F: Acronym List

AAR   After-action report 
CDC   Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
CEIRS   Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance
CIDRAP   Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy
CRIP   Mount Sinai Center for Research on Influenza Pathogenesis
DMID   Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases, NIAID, NIH
DPCC   Data Processing and Coordinating Center
Emory-UGA CEIRS Emory University and University of Georgia Center of Excellence for Influenza Research    
   and Surveillance
ESF   Emergency Support Function
FAO   Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
FDA   Food and Drug Administration
FEMA   Federal Emergency Management Agency
HHS   Department of Health and Human Services 
ICC   Integrated Collaboration and Communications Platform
ICS   Incident Command System
IRAT   Influenza Risk Assessment Tool 
JHCEIRS  Johns Hopkins Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance 
MCEIRS  Minnesota Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance
MCM   Medical countermeasures
NIAID    National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
NIH   National Institutes of Health
NPI   Non-pharmaceutical interventions
NYICE   New York Influenza Center of Excellence
OIE   World Organization for Animal Health 
PIF   Pandemic Intervals Framework
PIP   Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Framework 
PPAC   Pandemic Planning Advisory Committee
PRAC   Pandemic Response Advisory Committee
PSAF   Pandemic Severity Assessment Framework
RDB   Respiratory Diseases Branch, DMID, NIAID
SJCEIRS  St. Jude Center of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance
TIPRA   Tool for Influenza Pandemic Risk Assessment
USG   United States government
USDA   United States Department of Agriculture
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